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TEE PIES! YEAS WITH A YOUJTG PIANO
PUPIL*
In the entire line of teachers’ work there Is scarcely a
subject which should occasion more serious considera-
tion and careful treatment than this one of shaping and
influencing the training of young piano pupils^there is*
however,, we will venture to say, no subject which receives
so little attention by teachers at large. We are always
ready to air our knowledge relative to this matter, through
the columns of the different music journals, or, it may be,
even to discuss the subject before conventions, where,
perhaps, we may, for a few brief moments, gain the
attention of those assembled. But when we are called
upon to actually put our theories into practice, and give
our time and thought to the young beginner in the class
room, the affair becomes altogether too practical, and we
gladly shun the work, leaving it for others. The most
important period in the student’s musical education com-
prises, we "may say, the first two years’ work/ for it is
during this time that the foundation is being laid, which
is to determine, perhaps, his or her future success or
failure
;
and it is during this time that habits beneficial
or hurtful are formed, which shall either materially fur-
ther his progress, or certainly ruin him for good work.
In the subject before us, relating to the young piano pupil,
we shall deal strictly with young pupils- Let us ask, in
the first place, What proportion of the vast lumbers of
teachers scattered throughout the field, in whose hands
the training of young pupils is entrusted, are wholly con-
scious of the importance of the work impose# upon them,
not bringinig. into question their qualification®' for that
work. Pupils differ essentially; they do not all need "the
same treatment
;
they should be studied as one would
study a book; some neeTpraise, others do not; one may
learn rapidly under a certain line of instruction which,
for another, would be only discouragement and tiresome
work
;
one must be led by the tender cord of persuasion,
and at the same time be continually pushed forward as if
by an unseen hand, while another must be fed very spar-
ingly from the fund of musical knowledge, and be ever
held in check, as one would an untrained colt. To lay
down a prescribed line of work for the first year which
would suit all pupils, would be at once a most injudicious
attempt. Let us assume the age of a pupil to be seven,
eight, nine, or ten years; he knows nothing about music;
he enjoys hearing it, however, and can distinguish an air
from the “ Mikado,” from one taken from The Sabbath
School Collection
,
or whether it is, perhaps, “ Wait till
the Clouds roll by, Jennie, ’ ’ or may be that delectable
composition known as “ The Maiden's Prayer he can
sing like a lark whatever he hears, and perhaps, by the
aid of the ear, is able to pick out a chord or so at the key-
board. We will suppose ourselves to be—as are hundreds
of others who teach young pupils
—
inexperienced; it falls
to our lot to instruct this pupil ; it may even be possible
that we ought to be studying the very lessons ourselves
which we are about to inflict upon him. His fond parents
inform us what a smart, bright little boy Jimmie is, how
he gets ahead of all of his classmates at school (and ten
to one the teacher also), how he is a natural-born genius,
and how he can do this, that, and the other, finally
informing us, by implied words, that if Jimmie doesn’t
learn, it will not be his fault. Well, the lesson day is
* Paper read by Mr. John W. Metcalf, Director of the College of
Moeio of Garfield University, Wichita, Kansas, before the Kmmm
fixate M. T. A. held at Emporia, Kansas, April 13th, lSth and 14th.
assigned, and for the remainder of the week we can think
of little else than of Jimmie and his genius
;
he posi-
tively haunts us, and before the lesson hour arrives we
are worked up to such a pitch that we begin, to heartily
wish that Jimmie, his father and mother, and the entire
family were somewhere else than in our immediate vi-
cinity.
Finally the time for the lesson rolls round, and Jimmie
with it. Where shall we begin, and what shall we do ?
He comes into our presence, a bright-looking, rollicking
boy
;
we see by his very actions that he would at this
moment ten times rather be climbing up into the hay
mow, to slide down again, or jumping out of the loft
window, turning somersaults, playing marbles, or enter-
ing freely into some other childish sport, than to be com-
pelled to take his lesson. Finally, after a few pleasant
words have passed between us, and we have become to a
degree somewhat acquainted, we proceed with the les-
son. We find out that he does not know one key from
another, but he does know how to play “Peter, Peter
,
Pumpkin-EcUer, ’ ’ which he has either picked up from
other children or taught himself, and of which he pro-
ceeds to perform several rounds for our special benefit.
Those who have taught young beginners to any extent
can fully appreciate the case in hand. We finally begin
the lesson by saying: Well, Jimmie, now sit up real
straight, and hold your arms this wot, and your hands
so, and be real careful ; music is awfully hard ; it will
take you a long time before you can play anything, and
you will have to practice oh! so much
;
you see all of these
notes on this page? well, this one is a whole note ; you
count four to a whole note
;
these are half notes
;
you
must always count two to a half note; now, here are some
sixteenth notes
;
yon must play four of them while you
count one
;
this dot beside this quarter note means that
you must count half as much again to the note
;
here is a
half rest, and here Is a whole rest
;
you see one is on one
side of the line and the other is on the opposite; and this
is an eighth rest; a quarter rest turns the other way; this
little mark means that you mast sharp c, and this means
that a is to be flatted, and these sharps up here at the
first of the piece mean that it is written in the key of
A major
,
and these dots at the end of the page mean that
you are to go back and play it all over again. ' Do you
understand?”
After which astounding information the child looks up,
completely puzzled, and says, half smile and frown,
“ Humph ! That isn’t music; I don’t want to learn all of
that staff
;
I want to learn some more tunes like ‘ Peter
Peierf there is Willie Smith, and his sister Bertha,
they play lots of nice, sure enough tunes
;
they don’t have
to study stuff like this:” The sequel is, that alter one
term’s persistent effort on the part of the teacher, on the
plan of instruction hinted at here, and confused study on
the part of the discouraged pupil, he is taken either to
another teacher or else abandons music altogether,
utterly disgusted. Fellow-teachers, just here lies a mis-
take; instead of paving the way for the pupil with encour-
aging words, unfolding to him his lessons, as it were,
letter by letter, endeavoring to make the lessons attrac-
tive, giving to each one some variety or new thought
which will inspire within the pupil a desire for more,
we undertake to feed him as the people of Strasstrarg
do their famed geese, keeping them esged, cramming
their food down their throats, hungry or not, and finally
killing the pupils’ every ambition,giving them often a last-
ing distaste for music and all connected with it. There
may be seme present who will say: “ Well, I think that
is all overdrawn ; I am sure I do not teach in that man-
ner.” Dear friend, it must not be inferred that you
teach in that manner. Of course not. But there are some,
not here to-day perhaps, who do.
As to method, we will say little. We have often been
asked as to what method we use ? We always answer,
No method, save the true method ; for when method as
the predominating feature in a teacher’s work comes
into question, you may begin at once to suspect the
medicine as savoring largely of patent qualities. The
young beginner in music, De he never so bright and apt,
has naturally much of discouragement and worry in
store for him, and there is no one who can lighten the
work more for him than can the teacher, if he possess
tact and patience. In this connection we would say,
Never, never, allow yoursdf to lose patience, under any
conditions. When tne pupil sees you growing cross and
impatient, he becomes toe same
;
so long as he sees that
you are patient and painstaking, and willing to help him
over the hard places, just so long is he willing to try and
conquer them all. Again, never allow the pupil lor ab
instant to imagine that you are uninterested, or that you
are not on the alert for mistakes on his part. Never let
him catch you dozing at his expense, or looking away
from the lesson, across the room, or out of the window;
if he cannot read notes, help him to master them, the F
and the Q clefs separately ; give him exercises for both
hands in the violin clef, until he shall have mastered it,
together with the added lines. ' Then teach him the bass
clef In the same maimer. There are few pupils who can
learn satisfactorily the two clefs at the same time. The
list of easy preparatory exercises and 6tudes, as well as
pieces written in pure form without octaves, especially for
young players, is certainly large enough to meet all de-
mands. Both in the classic and modern schools do we
find an endless selection of pieces to choose from. Do
not allow the pupil to study scales from printed exam-
ples; have him learn them (first, hands alone), then when
he has overcome the trouble caused in passing the thumb
under and the fourth and third fingers over, at least to a
great extent, then allow him to play both hands to-
gether In unison, 3ds, 6ths, lOths
,
and contra motion
;
this also applies to the minor scales. Teachers cannot
be too particular in exacting that their pupils shall prac-
tice slowly
,
observing the rhythm, not using the pedals at
all, and practicing hands alone in the harder places,
until each hand knows and can perform its own work
perfectly. Of course it requires time to fully impress
the pupil with the necessity of maintaining a quiet fore-
arm, relaxed wrist, loose hand and fingers
;
and time
alone can accustom the ordinary pupil, so that he natur-
ally watches all of these points. In our opinion the
pedal should be very little used, if at all) the first year,
and then only by unusually musical pupils
;
the proper
uses of both pedals should be taught later on.
Again, be extremely careful as toHhow you develop a
musical taste in your pupil
;
never teach to him music
which is devoid of any definite object
;
the idea that
music which is known as classical music must necessarily
be dry and uninteresting must be abandoned; if you pos-
sess this idea, the sooner you seek to enlighten yourself
the better. One^eed not, however, exclude modem
music; there is much of it which can be safely used along
with the music of other periods; encourage the composi-
tions of American writers in as far as their compositions
are of recognized worth. As the pupil progresses in his.
study, expression in music should be assiduously* taught
him. Let no musical term as written by the composer
escape careful attention, and see that the pupil under-
stands It. Along with this, touch must be formed and.
cultivated, and preeminently the 'mire legato. For this
purpose the legato exercises of Mr. William Mason are,
without doubt, the best adapted to the general wants of
the pupil. Then comes the portamento or dinging touch
the staccato being most natural to nearly every pupil.
Most of these points may be taught in the first year’s
work, as the teacher may see fit
;
a few principles of
harmony may also be unconsciously sprinkled in in such
a way as to gradually develop in the pupil an interest
in this direction. Show him how the more simple and
most used chords are built ; how inverted ; explain in-
tervals, and explain to him somewhat of musical form;
get him, by degrees, interested In the elements of mini-
mi history, as pertaining to the piano-forte and its writers,
in so far at least that he will never think of beginning
the study of an exercise or composition of mj nature,
without first acquainting himself, in'a degree, with a his-
tory of the composer. This can all be worked in with
the lessons without causing loss of time, a«d will add
materially to the interest. In short, tax your inventive
powers, study your pupil, come down to his intellectual
level, make him feel that you are not teaching for dollars
and cents alone, but to advance the art and to help him
individually
;
gain his confidence, and make him feel that
yon are his friend. Let each teacher work on this plan,
and see if it does not have the most beneficial results.
Fellow-teachers, we have in our hands a great work ; let
us not despise beginnings, however small, nor look down
upon the very important office of teaching beginners in
the art. They must be taught, and taught correctly.
The times demand a higher standard among teachers of
all grades, and &s the teachers advance in growth, just so
wil it tell in their individual work, and nowhere more
markedly than in elementary work, which is certainly
that of instructing beginners.
All musical people seem to be happy. It is* the
engrossing pursuit,—almost the only innocent and unpun-
ished paasion.—SiDNBT Smith.
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
—
.
A BLANK EXERCISE BOOK for Analytical .Study of
Musical Compositions. By L. R. Church.
This book consists of two large pages of blank forms
to be filled out by the student. There is a division on
these two pages for everything relating to the composi-
tion desired to be analyzed, such as the different
cadences and harmonies, number of themes and their
repetition movements, etc., etc. These blanks will be
found useful for an examination of musical form. If
every pupil would be obliged to map out according to
this plan every piece taken up, more intelligent and profit-
able study would result. This would be found a great
aid to memorizing and clearing of ideas of the construc-
tion of a musical composition. The work, we believe, is
published by the Author.
Published by the John Church Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Three songs by Wilson G. Smith :
—
1. “ Go, hold white roses to thy cheek. ’ ’—Madrigal.
1 2. “ Go, happy roses.”
8. “ I know & lass with laughing eyes.”
The above songs show that the composer is no less suc-
cessful in vocal than in instrumental work. Notwith-
standing that the tone material and rhythms are of the
simplest, as demanded by the texts, and musical discern-
ment is shown in this, the music is by no means com-
monplace, but reveals here and there new forms of
phrases and harmonic progressions. All are refined,
pleasing songs, to be commended to vocalists. For voices
of medium range. Excellent note and lei.er press. Signs
for phrasing and expression have not always been added
where important, and an occasional misuse of the slur
appears, e.g., over the rhythm J as in Mo. 8. Where
the second note is marked with an accent, as in this case,
the first note should be more or less shortened, to make
the succeeding accent more effective, and the indication
might be or pp The composer’s intention,
however, is plain enough generally, if not so strictly
expressd. o. p. h. •
—
_
PIANO IEOHIXO,
W. W. LAUDER.
CmUinmd from last itme.
There are three varieties of teachers that do a great
harm:
—
No. 1 Class—Gives much too freely dry, mechanical
exercises, and the pupil’s interest expires of dry rot.
No. 2 Class—Gives the pupiLtoo many pieces—one a
week, and never finishes the first one to any degree of
perfection. These compositions are good, but too classic
and dry, beyond the pupil’s comprehension, conse-
quently that martyr (the average pupil) never plays with
an atom of expression. Good sound technique keeps
time and displays business routine intelligence, but not
an atom of musical sensitiveness, none of the sparks of
the Promethean fire that every pupil should have a few
of.
No. 3 Class—Darts to the opposite extreme, gives
THE E T TJ X)E
of course) and fraudulent advertising
;
one man teach-
ing all by himself, or possibly with an assistant or relative,
calling filmself an ‘academy” or a “grand conserva-
tory.” This is superlatively absurd, and strongly to be
condemned as a convenient species of white lying. I
scales, and to give regularly trashy pieces to pupils (one
or two every week, thereby running up quite a profitable
bill), published and edited by themselves.
In our Canadian convention, held in Toronto, in the
Normal School, last Christmas, a measure was passed
that is of the very greatest importance. Its purport is to
this effect : “ That any member who can, upon complaint
of any other member, be proven to have used any such
methods of advertising, shall be expelled from the body.”
I had the honor to be the first vice-president of the On-
tario Association, appointed at the New York conven-
tion, and I rejoice at this important and fearless step in
advance of our Canadian brethren.
Again, let me speak of the necessary rights of music
teachers. In many of the legion of schools, colleges and
seminaries of this country, intelligent and competent
musicians, or so-called musical directors, are hampered
by the officious interference of trustees wholly ignorant
of the matters of which they are treating, or by the
jealous opposition of antediluvian professors, and jealous
of the prominence that the inspired and divine art would
1. Use one finger for each note in natural position.
‘ 2. Never make unnecessary contractions (slip a finger).
8. “ “ “ extensions (use fingers).
4. Do not use 1st on black beys unnecessarily.
6. Do not change position of hand unnecessarily.
_
6. 2, 3, 4 fingers can pass over the 1st and sometimes
even over the 5th, seldom, if ever, after each other.
I am aware, that such rules do not always hold good,
but a table of fingering gives to the pupil a few rules of,
logical explanation of the use of the pedals or dampers
and lessens the difficulties materially. Taylor gives a
good explanation of unnecessary secondary or wasted
movement of hands and fingers in technical practice,
and a splendid analysis of every movement necessary in
playing a scale, and much information and advice that is
a fair sample of what one can gather from various other
works (for his is, as a matter of course, a mere gleaning
from many others). Me talks much of “ the hand with-
out bones,” or, as Dr. Pepperitz always called it, “ Dead
man’s hand,” or the necessity of the non-resistance of
opposing muscles. Mr. Brotherhood, in his treatise os
the “ Technicon,” has given valuable hints on this contra-
working of various muscles. Thalberg’s “ Art of Sing-
ing on the Piano” will do much for a pupil’s pedal.
Saint-Saens’ peculiar little chord study for bringing out
the .singing or independence of touch in each separate
III .B I
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agination, consequently the pupil frantically plays at
these compositions, frequently even trashy and showy,
and that pupil never ripens naturally, but is ljke hothouse
fruit, ripens (if we can call it ripening) too rapidly, and
rots easily.
I imagine every average teacher here has committed,
one or other of the above errors in his or her career. I
know I have and I have profited by the experience.
Alas, dear friends, how many people have a doctor to
kill before he begins to cure. Now, these conventions
are in my mind not for the purpose of giving any man or
invention a book taffy, but for honest and conscientious
correcting of evils, mutual advising and correcting, and
not mere dry papers telling us all what we know
already.
There are many modern inventions and ideas that re-
quire the honest judgment of every teacher. Machines
such as the Tecnniphon, Technicon, Paul de Janko’s
new keyboard (in baaks
;
rows or manuals, 7) lately
played in concert by the inventor in Vienna Conserva-
tory and in a tour m Europe ;® again, the circular key-
board, a somewhat doubtful improvement ; the pro-
posed Innovation of liberating the ring fingers, and the
latest invention, “The Manumoneon ” of Gustav L.
Becker.
I think every teacher should have opinions on these
matters, and think honestly, whether they be good or
evil. We know what Schumann said about these things,
and that he ruined his hands by over-exertion in mech-
anism and artificial treatment of the anatom/ of his fin-
neceasarily enjoy, were it allowed the mere opportunity.
We know well that some ministers of the gospel are even
jealous of the drawing powers of & good '.organist and
choir (when we read of the bigots, of which there were
a large number, both preachers and elders that voted
against the use of organa in divine service in the late
Presbyterian Synod, we can well believe this to be a
fact). One of our best Canadian organists, speaking on
church music, said “that organists were frequently sub-
mitted to the dictation of a music committee so ignorant
of what their duties were, that were he in need of a theme
for a new 4 pastoral symphony ’ he would rather go to a
cow than to such a committee.”
I have read all the papers given on technique before
conventions, and in Dr. Maas’ lucid and sensible paper,
read in Albany in 1881, I find the excellent advice to the
student “to begin carefully with the simpler works ol
the old school, and gradually advance to the modern
school, not straining the- hands and fingers with the vain
v .ft . A • a a • ^ « /V v •
ing of difficult octaves and wrist work) before the logical
simplicity of classic technique has been mastered.” Any
one who has heard Reinecke play Haydn or Mozart, will
acknowledge that there is nothing more beautiful than
the limpid flow of their now (by .virtuoso) well nigh neg-
lected sonatas and concertos. In Mr. Sherwood’s paper,
read at Buffalo in 1880, he “warns against too mash
mechanical practice, which is apt to crush out soulful
aspiration and expression.” He also spoke at length on
the necessity of elastic movements of the muscles away
from the piano. One thing is certain : we rush pupils and
technique too much in this country. It is a thoroughly
American idea to have so "many machines to assist art; for
such instruments as Hera’s dactylion were never widely
used in Europe nor the dumb piano in England. I
think pupils do not accompany the voice sufficiently
finger while playing in reality the same chord and notes
all the time will cause a new light to daws upon an intel-
ligent teacher or student who has never seen it before,
and as’ for' ..eccentric fingering, Tausig’s peculiar scale
passages in his “ Daily Studies ” will give a clue to many
difficulties. When I was in Weimar I heard that little
Saint-Saens study tried by Bnlow, Trinanoff, Menter,
Baehe, Priedheim, Retnmerz (Martha), Pohliz, Bertrand
Roth, with amusing results. It had just come oat, and
Liszt, as was his wont, laid the new arrival before us.
Many new compositions and methods were thus tried
there by the twenty or thirty artists assembled in this
salon, and one certainly found out there what one did
know, and what is a great deal more important, what one
did not want to know. I remember a saying of Dr. Paul’s,
when irritated with a pupil once: “ Well, my dear fellow,
you are a camel, and, what is better, you know it, so
there is some hope for you.” Alas there are too few in
the musical profession who are willing to acknowledge
that they are camels. Ladies, and gentlemen, I have not
paper, and upon examination of all former papers on this
subject, I find that the writers have contented themselves
with plain and healthy facta. I have done the same, in
the hope that, while continuing in our divine mission of
inculcating the principles of an elevated and pure taste
and method ii^art, we may work in harmony and concord
as one brothemood as far as this continent extends, ever
bearing in mind Richard Wagner’s immortal words,whioh
form an ennobling artistic creed for the musician : “I
believe in (Jod, Mozart and Beethoven, and in their dis-
ciples and apostles. I believe in the Holy. Spirit and in
the truth of a one and undivided .art. I believe that this
art goes out from God and lives in the hearts of all en-
lightened men. I believe that they who have once rev-
eled in the loftiest delights of this art must forever
devote their lives to it, and never betray it, and I believe
gerkl I have myself seen the daughter of Ernst Fred-
erick Richter on the streets of Leipzig with paralyzed
hands, brought upon her by too severe mechanical exer-
tions. These inventions, when used judiciously and
sparingly, however, I would consider to be of some
benefit. Another point I should like to touch upon is
the disgusting feature of giving puffs to incompetent
pupils in the newspapers (to attract other gnllibld birdB,
do not play sufficiently from memory, although I should
consider it a dogmatic law that all (even artists) should
play everything from memory; for, as Reinecke writes in
his letters to a lady,* he warns against this much ill-used
custom. I am aware that a lady of acknowledged ability
will treat of the higher aesthetics of piano playing, but I
may be allowed to hazard the remark that too few pianists
can sing, and too few singers can play. Dr. Ferdinand
Wieek, father of Mme. Schumann, Marie Wieck, and
teacher of Schumann and Ferdinand Wengal, speaks at
length on this point in his “ Klafierund Gesang,” “Piano
ana) Singing.’ ’ We have most of us heard eminent vocal -
ists confess to a positively disgraceful ignorance of the F
or C clef, as it may be, and violinists likewise. I have
ever made it a point in my teaching to organize my piano
pupils in a class, for the purpose of singing easy, but
musically soundless, and all my advanced pupils are
taught how to practice with ana accompany a vocalist,
choir or chorus. This I consider to be an important
feature in a pianist’s education. Again, the interesting
branch of ensemble playing is, as a rule, not sufficiently
culti vated, and a good teacher should make it compulsory
upon his pupils to practice together overtures^ sympho-
nies, or four-handed or two-piano duets, with unintelligent
understanding of she thematic structure and orchestra-
tion. In the colleges where I have be®» I have riven
cantatas, choruses, even soaring as high as “ Athalie ”
and the “ Messiah ” complete. Symphonies for several
pianos, with strings and organ, where more material was
not available, and much enthusiasm was created thereby.
One of the weak theoretical tendencies of most teachers
and pupils is the art of fingering. Few pupils could in an
examination give a schedule for fingering scales and
arpeggios or finger some eccentric passages intelligently.
Good fingering means half the battle won. I would rec-
ommend all to read Franklin Taylor’s clear treatise,
“Primer of Pianoforte Playing.” I will give you his
six fundamental rules for fingering :
—
lAst judgment that shall fearfully condemn all those who
have dared to practice usury with lofty and chaste art,
who have violated and dishonored their principles in
wickedness of heart or contemptible craving for gain or
sensual pleasure. I believe that ..the true disciples of
high art shall b® transfigured in the heavenly and melliflu-
ous concord of sun-enlightened sounds, and shall be
united with the God-like spring of harmony in all
eternity.”
• Kohler’s Guide to the Pianoforte, Beiuecka’s letter to classes
“ What Shall We Playr
The Clark Steiniger Piano-forte School will hold a
summer session at 21 Fayette Street, Cambridge, Mass.,
from July 16th to August 20th, 1888, giving Normal and
'Critical instructions in the art of Piamsm.
A series of Bash and Beethoven Piano-forte Concerts
will be given by Frau Anna Steiniger and by Frederic
Clark. Three lectures oil Piano-forte playing will =>e
read. Weekly receptions will be given, all present
taking part in exercising fundamental principles of Art
Piamsm
Frederic Clark, Director of the School has studied
with several celebrated Piano Teachers in Europe. He
believes that he has discovered a clear hypothesis where-
with all methods are unified, years of hard labor saved
the student, andmusical results really and easily obtained.
How true this - may be can be proved best from
Terms : for 20 pnvate lessons with Frederic Clark $60,
with Anna Steiniger $100. Class lessons, $80 to $20,
according as two or three pupils share the lesson.
Art is the end the student has in view, and study is
the means to that end.—
A
dolph Bs®nhas»
LArtv(.
: A
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PIANO TEACHING.
• BY
F. LE COUPPEY.
If you intend to play in public, if you desire
to take rank among fine performers, then let
technique be the principal object of your study
;
be a pianist, above all. If, on the other hand,
' your ambition does not point this way, if you
. follow your musical studies with the sole view
of teaching, then without, entirely "neglecting
the important side of mechanism, apply your-
self more and more to becoming a musician.
Study to be an irreproachable reader, and to
make yourself familiar with the works of the
great masters
;
instruct yourself, and feed your
mind with good and healthy reading, extend
your knowledge in all the questions relative to
your art, so that when a pupil consults you on
• any point, there may' be no hesitation in your
response, no error in your judgment.
THE ACCESSORY QUALITIES OF THE TEACHER. HIS
.
RELATIONS WITH HIS PUPILS5 SURROUNDING'S. '
Thus far we have devoted our attention to
all that is concerned directly with the calling
of a teacher. Let us now notice some details,
which, although, accessory, are of great import-
ance in the difficult career of teaching.'*"-
Many teachers, and teachers of considerable
talent too, complain bitterly of the small extent
of their patronage. They lament upon seeing
the number of their pupils diminishing instead
of increasing, and unable to explain the reason
of their ill success, they accuse fate and lay it to
their unlucky destiny. How often we hear per-
sons exclaim.-: “ I don’t have any lack ! ” We
are only too apt to attribute many contrary
events or unpleasant situations to chance.
“ Est-on sot, fetourii prend-on mal sea mesures
On pease en Stre qcitte en accusant son soit
;
"
But, la fortune a toujoura tort.”
—
La Fontaine.
It might be profitable for these teachers to
examine their own conduct and ideas, and sound
their own conscience. Have they alwa/s brought
to bear upon their teaching that energy, that per-
severance, that indefatigable zeal, without which
success is impossible? Do they always look upon
punctuality as a duty, and patience as a virtue?
These secondary qualities certainly cannot take
the place of talent
;
They may aid it, complete
it, and give to the teacher that active influence
necessary to extend and strengthen his authority.
The full sense of these words should not be mis-
understood.
The teacher’s authority over |he pupil should
be established less by the employment of a sys-
tematic severity than by a sort of moral ascend-
ency. Instead of inspiring fear, a teacher ought
to inspire confidence and love of duty : he should
reign by affection. Here again is presented a
new danger. Affection leads sometimes to famil-
j
iarity
;
and from the day when deference is for-
gotten all authority is lost, never again to return.
Whatever, then, be the intimacy that exists in
private life, when once the lesson has begun, it
should be remembered, that there must be no
j
confusion of the r6le of teacher with &at of
pupil
;
they must be thoroughly distinct. The
distance ever to be maintained between the dis-
ciple and the master should be constantly borne
in mind. For the hour, assume the exercise of
all your rights; for one hour let the friend give
place to the instructor.
If we look at these accessory qualities from
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another point of view, we find that besides being
in themselves one of the animating influences, in
teaching, they also have- great effect on the rela-
tions -between the teacher and his pupil’s family,
and friends. We must all admit that punctu-
ality, gentleness and patience will always <pm~
maud esteem and affection, and these qualities
in a teacher will give occasion for his being
spoken of with praise, while contrary faults will
draw on him reproaches to which, from a feeling
of personal dignity, he ought never to expose
himself.
' The parents of pupils imbued with the habits
of perfect -refinement will never inform a teacher
of his mistakes in such a manner as to wound
his -feelings. If ae observation is ventured
upon, it will be presented with that reserve,
that propriety, that delicacy which is the essence
of gentility. But the veil that conceals a reproach
is always transparent. It will be readily under-
stood that so many precautions were quite un-
necessary in saying a polite word, and the hurt
will be felt despite the kind consideration accom-
panying it. Let a teacher always have right and
reason on his side; his being irreproachable will
only make him the stronger, and he will com-
mand esteem, and will obtain that consideration
which ought most to be desired, the considera-
tion which has its source in the respect ever
inspired in the good by a love of duty and a
persistent devotion to the mandates of conscience.
TO PUPILS.
Thus far I have addressed myself exclusively
to young teachers. Let me also be permitted to
offer some advice to pupils; for if it is important
to know how to give a - lesson, it is not less essen-
tial to know how to take one.
We start with this principle, that the choice
of the professor being free, entire confidence
ougjit to be placed in him, or else some other
one more worthy of confidence should be se-
lected. This point admitted, let us next con-
sider the pupil and his duties.
First I must call particular attention to the
manner in which he ought to practice. In the
chapter devoted to mechanism I have observed
how important it is to practice the exercises very
slowly, in order to obtain a perfect equality in
the value of the notes and in the intensity of the
sound. I have also remarked elsewhere, and I
repeat it here, that the injurious habit of prac-
ticing too quickly is one against which teachers
have to struggle incessantly. Pupils will not
understand that after having repeated a passage
ten times, always slowly, it is afterward- executed
much more correctly, with more precision, and
is better learned* than after having repeated it
twenty times rapidly. “He who does well does
much,” is a proverbial truth, which pupils ought
to take as a motto, and it finds here its fullest
application. It cannot be too often said, that!
one hour of attentive, intelligent practice, is pro-
ductive of better results than whole days passed
with indifference before the piano. Everything
is in knowing how to study.
The principle having been set forth that the
quality of the practice is more important than
the quantity
,
it must not be supposed from
|
this that any very perceptible progress can be
obtained by devoting to practice merely a few
odd moments, though they may be well em-
ployed. However substantial a food may be, it
must be taken in sufficient proportion to repair
our strength. There is, then, a certain amount
of practice below which serious results cannot
bfejaoped for. This amount may vary according
to the age, strength and health of the pupil, the
end that liet wishes to attain, and various other
circumstances; In this, as in other things, the
teacher’s opinion
.
must be consulted. Do not
complain if he seems exacting, for generally
the amount of practice a teacher requires in
the limit of the possible, is in reason with the
interest he takes in his pupil, and the jjowers he
discovers in him. In this question of practice,
which is of the greatest importance to pupils,
there are still certain habits of order which,
although they may be insignificant in appear-
ance, are in reality of undeniable benefit; such
as, for example, writing down every clay the
number of hours devoted to the study of the
piano. In this way an exact account is kept of
the actual time employed. Even the most con-
scientious pupils labor under an illusion on this
point, and many imagine they have practiced
two hoars every day, when, at the end of the
month, the total number of hours practiced
scarcely amounts to forty-five, giving, in reality,
an average of only one hour and a half each
day.
It is difficult, in regard to execution, to
appreciate the progress that is made daily. It
is not as in other studies, where there are marks
evident to the eyes and intelligence. A student
in drawing, for example, may take out of his
portfolio a copy made some months before, and
find the exact amount of his progress by com-
paring it with one made later. It is, however,
possible, in studying a musical instrument, to
attain a similar, though not so exact an esti-
mate. To do this, the pieces 'thrown aside for
some time should be relearned.- If in playing
these again, the fingers are more obedient; if any
passage which troubled you before no longer
presents any djj|iculty
;
if the parts fit together
better; if you "are more at ease
;
if the mind is
freer, and the memory more retentive, there is •
the certain mark of some progress effected.
I have still to speak of some littfe "faults,
some unfortunate habits sometimes met with in
certain young ladies, too forgetful of the pre-
cepts and examples of the good education that
they receive in their own homes. How many
pupils will openly show lack of interest, or come
to their lesson in a bad mood, and thus wound
the professor ! How many others hardly lend
a distinct ear to the most important recommenda-
tions, and pay no attention, to the task or to the
method of practice prescribed by the teacher 1
They seem to think it a matter of course that
the teacher should forget nothing, while it is
their privilege to forget everything; as if he,
.
simply because he is a teacher, must have mem-
ory, patience and zeal. These tendencies can-
not be too strongly condemned, for they show,
in reality, a want of good breeding. If accuracy
is the duty of kings, as is often said, good will,
attention and docility may be called the duties
of pupils.
Since I have mentioned good breeding, let me
speak here of a bad habit which is too common :
a pupil who, from any reason whatever, is
obliged to miss a lesson, ought always to take
care to give his teacher notice two or three days
in advance. Instead of doing so, the pupil gen-
erally informs him at the last moment, and the
teacher, with such short notice, cannot dispose
of the hour, either for his own use or pleasure.
If he gives his lessons outside, what can he do
with this unoccupied hour? It is time com-
pletely lost to him. Hence, some teachers will
not make allowances for missed lessons.
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Mxk. Marie Roze contemplates making her farewell
tear in America next winter, sailing from Saa Francisco
in the spring, for Australia.
Next May St. Petersburg will celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of Rubinstein’s first public appearance ' He
was then just nine years old.
Miss Martha Remmert, one of Liszt’s most gifted
pupils, flayed the “Emperor” concerto at a recent
Crystal Palace concert, London.
During the past months Mae Essipoff, Herr Z&jie,
the- Strassbnrg violinist, and Tschaikowsky, the com-
poser, have enjoyed triumphs, in Paris.
Mlle. Dotti, formerly of the Mapleaon Opera Troup®.
New York, has been singing arias by Mozart sad Handel,
at the sixteenth Saturday concert, Crystal Palace, Lon-
don, Eng. >
Charles Oberthur, the distinguished harpist and
composer for that instrument, will make America a pro-
fessional visit next winter. He has just completed a
tour of the continent.
The first number of a music journal entitled Der
Meiater was issued in London on February 13th, the
anniversary of Wagner’s death. It will be issued every
three months. -Dannreuther and Praeger are among its
contributors.
Arthur Friedheim, the celebrated pianist, arranged
a concert at Berlin with the Philharmonic orchestra, for
the purpose of producing Liszt’s Dante Symphomy. He
directed this work, and subsequently played Beethoven’s
44 Emperor” concerto.
The latest pianistic prodigy is bow playing in London,
and is generally pronounced superior to little Josef Hof-
mann. He is eleven years old, comes from Basel, Switzer-
land, where he has spent the last four years in study
under Hans Huber. His name is Otto Hegner, and his
father formerly lived at Baden Baden. He is compara-
tively a finished player, having also been disciplined for
two years by his father. Otto Hegner is said to possess
power and a high degree of musical feeling.
Not long ago a remarkable ceremony took place at
Genoa. The Stradivarius violin upon which Paganini
won his triumphs was removed from its place ©f security
in the presence of the royal commissary, Herr Pavesi,
the. Burgomaster of the city. Tivori, the well-known
violinist, Paganini’s pupil, played upon it to prove its
good condition, whereupon it was again locked securely
away under its glass globe. It is said to be one of the
most perfect models ever produced by the celebrated
Cremonese violin maker.
MUSICAL ITEMS.
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to
Mrs. Helen X>. Txetbar, Box 2820, New York City.]
HOM®.
Mme. Carreno has been playing in Buffalo, N. Y.
New Orleans is to have its first grand musical festival
in May.
Miss Neally Stevens, the well-known Chicago
pianiste, recently gave a recital in Delaware, 0.
Miss Aus bsr Ohs played in the following cities dur-
ing April: Chicago, Grand Rapids, Mich., Columbus,
Ohio, Aurora, Albany and Troy.
The third annual convention of the Iowa Music
Teachers’ State Association will be held at Toledo,
Tama county, Iowa, on May 1st, 2d, and 3d.
The Ohio Music Teachers’ Association will hold its
ninth convention at Columbus, on June 27th, 28th and
29th. Mr. Wm. L. Blumenscheim is president.
The Philadelphia “ Cecilian Society” sang Beeth-
oven’s Mass in C, and Sullivan’s “Prodigal Son,” on
April 6th. Miss Z. Monteith, Mrs. A. H. Darling and
Messrs. Chas. D. Brovra and Max Heinrich were the
soloists.
Mr. Josefft paid a social visit to Washington on April
17th and 18th. He was received by the President and
Mrs. Cleveland, by Mrs. Whitney, and also by Baron
Zedwitz, the German Cbarg6 d’ Affaires. Mr. Josefiy
also gave a private recital at the Arlington Hotel.
At the forty-seventh concert given by the Chicago
Artists’ Club, the Eddy Ladies’ Quartet, trained by Mrs.
Hershey-Eddy, made a successful debut. Miss Neally
Stevens played Liszt’s E fiat concerto, and Mendels-
sohn’s Trio in C minor was also in the programme.
May Cushing Ely, a rising young pianiste of Ohio,
gave a recital at Delaware, 0., (0. W. u. Conservatory)
on April 13th. The programme was introduced by the
Rubinstein trio, Op. 62. She plays at the next meeting
of the Ohio Music Teachers’ Association at Columbus.
At the inauguration of the New Grand''Opera House,
Philadelphia, by the National Opera Company, on April
9th, Gustav Hinrichs, the conductor, performed an
original march, based upon the “Star Spangled Ban-
ner.” Mr. Hinrichs’ patriotic composition was heartily
received.
Me. August Spanuth gave his first piano recital,
under the auspices of the American Conservatory of
Music, Chicago, on April 6th. Among his selections
were Sonata in C, Weber; Yariationjnj?, Op. 8, Beeth-
oven
;
Rubinstein, Y&lse in A
;
thfiee Chopin and Liszt
Polonaise in E.
Mr. Karl Merz, the director of the MuSical Depart-
ment of the University of Wooster, Ohio, gives weekly
lecture recitals, at which a well-drilled chorus of seventy-
five voices furnishes the musical illustrations. The town
has become the “musical Mecca of northern Ohio.”
Mr. Merz has done a great work for music in the county.
Conrad Ausorge was the pianist at Dr. F. L. Ritter’s
sixth lecture at Yassar College, on April J>th. The sub-
ject, “Pianoforte Music of the Romantic School,” was.
illustrated by Sonata Op. 109, Beethoven
;
Impromptu,
Schubert
;
Arabesque, Schumann
;
Preludes, Chopin, and
Yalse in A .fiat, “ Trebestraume” and “ Harmonie du
Soir” Liszt. IT
A aoir£e musieale was given on April 6th by the
Kneisel Quartette, of Boston, at Miss Porter’s and Mrs.
Dows’ Young Ladies’ School, Farmington* Conn. Also
a matinee on April 6th, by Mr. Bernard Boeckelmana,
the musical director of the School, and ~ Mr. Edward
Bafck, violinist. Mr. Boeckelmann played selections by
Bach, Schumann and Chopin, and, with Mr. Balck,
Gade’s Sonata Op. 21.
FOREIGN.
Pesth, Hungary, is soon to have a Liszt monument.
Joseph Commelias, pianist, died in Havana, aged 61
years.
Gounod’s Faust has been given 620 times in Paris in
80 years.
Verdi’s “ Otello ” was produced at Vienna with
decided success.
Albert Wiemann has again become a member of the
Royal Opera, Berlin,
Walter Bache, the pianist and Liszt pupil, died at
London, aged 46 years.
Mr. Karl Klindworth has again resumed the direc-
tion of his Conservatory of Music at Berlin.
The Musikalische Wochenblatt, Leipsic, writes that
689 musicians emigrated to America in 1887-
Dr. Hans Von Bsilow calls Miss Clotilde Kluherg, the
young French pianist, a “ second Clara Schumann. *
HansVon Bulow has yecepted the conductorship of the
Berlin and Hamburg Philharmonic concerts next winter.
Ciro Pinsuti, composer and professor of music at the
Royal Music School, London, died in Florence, aged 69
years.
THE DEPPE METHOD.
Editor of The Etude :
—
We desire to make a short explanation, supplementing
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews’ reference to Deppe in “Practical
Letters to Teachers,” February number of The Etude.
We are not “against” Mr. Mathews in what he says
about Deppe’s technical hobbies, and we do agree with
Mr. Mathews in what he says about the prime requisite®
of teaching technic or a theory, of technic.- And it is a
fact that the Deppe hand position looks bad, can produce
no good tonal effects, and abases the hand mechanically.
But when ' we have said this we have said all that we
truthfully can against Deppe as a teacher, and it is but
just to add a few words as to what roust h& said in Deppe’
i
favor as u teacher. Historical facta must be recognised.
And Deppe did teach 4 * arm lateral motion’ ’ before Plaidy,
and Plaidy took this idea from Kohler, who published
it first in 1847. But Deppe applied it from his own ex-
perience in violin playing, quite independent
vof the
others and very differently from them. Again, Deppe
does have a method for using the wrist mechanism
peculiar to himself alone. If Mr. Mathews refer* to
Mr. Sherwood as the exponent he interviewed on the
Deppe method, I can only say that from pupils of Mr.
Sherwood I have heard ideas learned from Mr. Sherwood
which show that Mr. Sherwood does not know how
Deppe uses the wrist, Mr. Sherwood, of course, is not a
real Deppe pupil, laving been only a very short time
under Deppe’s personal instruction, nor does Deppe re-
gard Amy Fay as a pupil of his. Frpm her book, one who
really , knows Deppe sees that Migs Fay does not at all
know Deppe’s method, particularly his use of the wrist.
She has made a sad misrepresentation of Deppe’s real
principles : she pictures a ridiculous man altogether
;
on
the contrary, Deppe is really a great man. Musically con-
sidered, Deppe is a very bad technician : but, technic left
aside,. Deppe’s true worth is as a teacher of Vortrag or
interpretations and expression. Many times has Deppe
askea me to clean the 44 technic stench,” as he called it,
away from his name and fame here in America. Once
he bitterly lamented and said, “ Amy Fay has ruined
me. She never understood me. She has used me like
a wooden hobby horse. Please tell Americans that I am
a Vortrag teacher.” If space in The Etude were
allowedfrne, I should like to write on about Deppe, who
has been so sadly misrepresented, his weak point,
technic, being hoisted np by Miss Fay as if it were his
strong point.
Mr. Mathews is right in saying he has never heard
anything attractive of Deppe’s theories of interpretation.
Deppe has said there is no one in America except Anna
Steiniger and her husband who ever fully recognized his
strong points and his principles of expression.
.
The
Deppe pupils, “so called,” who swallowed technic so
voraciously failed to see the pure interpretation which
Deppe had at bottom, and if they had ever gained in-
sight into the latter, they would have seen feat Deppe’
s
technic was really worthless and wholly in - antagonism
to the musical ends he sought. Thus, because there hm
been no one to tell Mr. Mathews anything reliable about
Deppe’ s interpretation theories, that which he has heard
is likely enough not attractive.
The Deppe story hss" not all been told yet by any
means, and when it is, if ever, Miss Fay’s Deppe will
make a very different showing from that of the real and
very valuable Deppe.
I am sure enough that so eminent a musician as Mr.
Mathews will then be among the first to recognize
Deppe’s true and 'considerable worth. But Miss Fay
ana the pupil of Deppe Mr. Mathews refers to are
finite oblivious of what this worth is. Mr. Matthews is
right enough in decrying the notions which have been
circulated m Deppe ideas, and particularly the Depp©
weaknesses that have been published in America, tor
they are unmusical and repulsive enough.
In conclusion, we are grateful for Mr. Mathews taking
up the matter in just the way he has don®. As Mr.
Mathews surmised, the hand position was exaggerated.
Sincerely and respectfully,
Approved and signed, Frederic Clark.
Anna Steiniger Clark.
A PEW EXTRACTS.
The following extracts are from 1 ‘Addresses and Lec-
tures,” by the Tate Dr. Macfarren (Longmans, Green A
Co.), a volume of Ms addresses delivered at various
times :
—
“ Let ns remember that persons of gentle breeding
and of highest culture give consideration to music, and
let us fit ourselves to be their companions, by similar cul-
ture and by raising oar’ minds and manners to a level
with theirs.”
“Consider that art is the bride of the artist. He woos
her lovingly, tenderly, anxiously, ha# many and many
a trial to pass through to win her favor. She may seem
capricious, she may seem willful, she may seam spiteful,
she may seem resentful
;
bat she is to be won if a truly
chivalrie devotion chain the artist to the pursuit of her
affections. She is won, she is his, she is his bride, she
is his wife—and then it Is his duty to control hei
;
and
in this contr$|| in this moulding the resources of art t©
the particular manifestations of the artist’s genius, true
justice is done to the pursuit of tlje object of his aim.”
“Success in a low cause is far less noble than failure
in the highest. We witness the works and the perform-
ances of the greatest artists. We may be riftlMe to equal
them, but the endeavor is in itself aa elevation. There
is a story of a painter, who, when he saw the productions
of the greatest masters, forgot his own inability, but felt
the glory pf the aptitude to
,
appreciate what was before
him, ana in ecstacy exclaimed, 4 I, too, am a painter ! ’
You go to hear the works of a great musician—to hear
Israel in Egypt of Handel, to hear’in that the evidence
of the utmost mastery to which human genius can attain
—you are moved by its sublimity, sad you exclaim, ‘ I,
too, am a musician
!
; Think, again, of the Persian
proverb, ‘ I am not the rose, but I have dwelt beside it ;
’
and by the happiness of living in a .garden of soma you
are in.® condition to catch the raSeetioa of the rose’s
color, and to carry home much of its beautiful odor : sad
association with roses will, be assured, leave its im-
pression of beauty on those who have that good fortuae.”
45 The piano-forte player who delighted me more than
any one has done, Mendelssohn, and who had a complete
command of fee keyboard, refused to play in public a
piece which was offered him at a short notice, owning
that h© could play all the notes, and that he could per-
ceive the meaning of the music, but that he regarded it
as an impertinence to the *uthor, as indecent to the au-
dience, and as an injustice to himself, to appear before
hearers with the execution of a musical work which he
had not entirely assimilated to himself and appropriated
to his own being and his own conscience.”
“ Let ns never forget that these two authors (Handel
and Bach) stand as a pyramid that will defy the r&vagea
of time, and must ever be the monument of the musical
powers of the eighteenth century ; but if you will accept
this fancy, let ithe extended by the supposition that the
pyramid is inverted, that its apex was in their own era,
and that its constant expansion widens with the coarse
of time, with the'capability of men to perceive if not to
appreciate its vMtness, ana that as the cultivation of mu-
sical intellect advances, so will its apparent extent. We
expect in generations to come there will still be regard
to what these men have done, a regard which I trust we
all here entertain, In summing up the whole estimate
of the characters of the two, one may apply a term, which
has almost become a cant item, and say that the real
4
music of the future * is tb*tj pf Handel and Bach.”
CONCERT PROGRAMMES.
Elmira College Students' Concert, with the assistance of
J. C. Bostelmann, Violinist.
Three-part Song—‘‘The Fisher Wife’s Song,” Hatton;
Largo and Rondo, from the Concerto in C, No. 1,
Beethoven. The orchestral part played upon a second
piano by Mr. Dickinson. “Legeode,” Wieniawski
;
murmuring Breezes, Jensen-Niemann
;
Mazurka in E
flat, Leschetitzky
;
“I would that my Love,” Mendels-
sohn; “ Gold rolls here beneath me, Rubinstein- Hoff-
man
;
Polonaise in G minor, Chopin
;
La Fileuse, Raff
;
Norwegian Bridal Procession, Grieg; ‘‘The Day is
dose,” Raife; Scherzo in D flat, Op. 81, Chopin
;
Noc-
turne in G flat, Brassin
;
Concert Etude, “Lorelei,”
Seeling; Romanza Andaluza, Sarasate; Shakspeare Sere-
"Wfde, Schubert- Liszt
;
Mazurka in G minor, Gruenfeld
;
Concert Galop, Joseffy; Two-part Songs
—
a. “Hap-
piness ever found,” b. “ Good-Night,”—(Canon by
inversion,) Reinecke.
Students' Recital
,
Wells College, Aurora
,
N. 7., Henry
Jacobsen, Music Director.
Sonata, Op. 18, C minor, first movement, Beethoven;
Song—Spanish Serenade, Boeder
;
(a) Prelude in C
minor, Bach; (5) Two pieces from Kinderscenen, Schu-
mann
;
Nina—Aria, Pergolese
;
Sonata, C major, two
movements, Weber; (a) Good Night, Smart; (6) The
Gypsies, .Schumann
;
(a) Solfeggietto, Bach, Ph. E.
;
(6) Menuetto, Jensen; Friihlings Blumen, Reinecke
;
Valse, A flat major, Chopin; Suite, for Piano and Vio-
lin, Goldmark
;
(a) “Under all the Tree Tops is Rest,”
Reichel
; (6) “ Tho’ the Last Glimpse of Erin,” Moore.
Part Songs, unaccompanied.
Southwestern University
,
Georgetown
,
Texas
,
Milton
<. Ragsdale
,
Director.
Overture, Tancredi, 4 hds., Rossini; Fifth Nocturne,
Leybach
;
Vocal Solo, Embarrassment, Abt ; -ginning
Wheel, S. Smith; Rondo in C, Op. 61, No. 1, Beetho-
ven; {a) Neapolitana, Lysberg; (6) Marie, Polonaise
Brill, Baumfelaer
;
Vocal Duo, “ Our Island of Love,”
Berger; Danse Neapolitaine, Smith; Vocal Duo, Schu-
bert Serenade, Hoffman
;
Sprite Polka, Scotson Clark
;
Home, Sweet Home, Thalberg.
Albert Lea College
,
Albert Lea
,
Minn., Pupils of Helen
E.- Briggs.
Piano Duet, Spanish Dance, Moszkowski
;
Scherzo,
Buck
;
Spring Flower, Gade
;
Reveil des Fees, Leybach
;
Sonatina, Reinecke
;
Return of Swallows, Spindler
Waltz, Op. 101, Gurlitt
;
Etude, Op. 45, Heller
;
Allegro
from Senate, Mozart; Piano Duett from Kinderfreund,
Wohlfahrt
;
Danse des Dryades, Goldbeck; Le Desir,
Beethoven ; II Penseroso, Heller
;
On Blooming Mead-
ows, Spindler
;
Minuets, Nos. I and II, from Senate,
Mozart
;
Cradle Song, Kjerulf
;
Polka Caprice, Mills
Sigmund’s Song, Wagner-Lange
;
Adagio^and Presto,
Mozart; Waltz, Chopin; Tarantelle, Rubinstein; Se-
rene Morning, Gurlitt
;
Sonatina, Clementi ; Rondo Ca-
priecioso, Mendelssohn; Duet, Tarantelle, D’ Ourville.
Pupils' Musicale
,
Miss Jessie M. Beckman, Kenton, 0.
Two Pianos—March Triump&le, Op. 91, Goria; Piano
—
Waltz in A fiat Op. 42, Chopin; Vocal—“May Blossoms,”
Torrye
;
Two Pianos—FUr Elise, Beethoven; Piano-
fa) Spinning Song, Wagner-Liszt
; (6) Petit Bolero,
Ravina
;
Sonatina in F. No. 2, Beethoven ; Concerto in
C, first movement, Beethoven; Vocal—“Thine Eyes so
Blue,” Lassen
;
Piano—The Mill, Joseffy
;
Two Pianos
Tarantelle, Rossini- Liszt; Two Pianos—Mennette, Theme
et Var. from Septette, Beethoven; Vocal—Air, Varia-
tions, Prech ; Piano—(a) Impromptu F minor Op. 742,
Schubert
; (6) Bubbling Spring, Rive-King.
Pupils of Mr. Theo. G. Wettach, Allegheny
,
Pa.
Polonaises, Op. 61 (4 hands), Schubert; Inventions,
1 and 4, Bach ; Sonata Pathetique, Op. 13, Beethoven
;
“Let me Love Thee,” Arditi
;
(a) Polonaise, Op. 40.
No. 1, (6) Valse. Op. 84, No. 1, Chopin; Etude, “If I
were a Bird,” Henselt ; Parais k Ta Fenetre, Gregh;
Theme and Variations, Mozart; Songs without Words
(a) Confidence, (6) Consolation, Mendelssohn; Spin-
ning Wheel, Bendel
;
Serenade, Schubert; (a) Warum?
Op. 12, (6) Abendlied, Op. 86, Schumann; Silver Spring,
Op. 6, Mason; Spanish Dances, (4 hands) Moskowski.
The Neave Music School, Salisbury, N. C.
Orchestral,. Overture, “Don Juan,” Mozart^ Piano
Duo, “ Etude Facile,” Beyer; Orchestral, Fantasie on
Russian Airs, Popp'; Piano Solo, “ Polonaise,” Lange;
Piano Solo, “ Falling Leaves,” Mliller; Orchestral,
Overture, “ Sicilian v espers,” Verdi ; Vocal Duo,
“ Sweet Star of the Night,” Millard; Piano Solo, “ Imi-
tation Music Box,” Liebich
;
Orchestral, a Fantasie on
“Long, Long Ago,” Steckmest; Piano Solo, “Belles
of New York,” Setter; Vocal Chorus, Grand Yf-altzes,
“Life’s Shade and Sunshine.” Arrange® and wotded
by W. H. Neave; Piano Solo, “ Polacca Brilliante,”
Bohm
;
Piano Duo, “Trot du Cavalier,” Spindler.
Detroit Conservatory of Music, American Compositions.
First Modern Suite, Op. 10, E. A. MacDowell ; Song,
“Dream on, my Heart,” J. B. Campbell; (a) Berceuse,
Op. 1, (6) Valse Poetique, Op. 1, Chas. E. Platt; (a)
Andanta, (6) Allegro con Fuoco, Arthur Foote ; Mo-
ment Musicale, in G major, Op. 22, C. Sternberg; Songs,
(a) “I know Two Eyes,” Chadwick; (6) “Love me
if I Live,” J. H. Hahn; Seherzo-Tarantelle
;
Op. 34,
No. 1, Wilson G. Smith.
Parlor Concert
,
Martin, Term., Pupils of Mrs. Wood.
Gipsey Rondo, Haydn
;
Vocal Solo, “ When the
Swallows,’,’ Abt; Joyous Farmer, Schumann; Vocal
Solo, “There is a Green Hill,” Gounod; Serenade,
Haydn; Vocal Solo, “I cannot help loving Thee,”
Jordan; Jaagerlied Genamet, Mendelssohn; Vocal Solo,
“ 0 Ye Tears,” Abt ; La Petite Reine, Cramer ; Vocal
Solo, “Serenade,” Schubert,
Students' Rehearsal
,
Oberlin, 0., Conservatory of
Music. m
Trio in B fiat, Op. 62, first movement, Rubinstein; Two
selections from Lohengrin, Wagner
;
Etude de Concert
in D. flat, Liszt
;
Piano Quartet in E fiat, Op. 38, Rhein-
berger
;
Aria, “ Thou mighty Power,” Novello
;
Trio in
B flat, last movement, Rubinstein
;
Second Ballade,
Liszt.
[Foe The Etude.]
MOTHER GOOSE TOTALITY.
DR. EUGENE THAYER.
THE ORDER OF THE KEYS.
0 has neither flats nor sharps.
But with voices and with harps.
Organs and pianos, too,
6 has one sharp—D has two,
A has three and E has four,
B has five and F sharp six
;
0 sharp—seven,—'oh, what a mix
F has one flat, B flat—two.
E flat—three, and A flat—four,
D flat—five, and G flat—six.
C fiat—seven,—there are no more !
G—A—B, and D—E—F,
1 —. 3— and 2— 4 —6,
Are the sharp-keys, odd and even,
F—E—I), and B—A—G,
1 —3 —5, and 2— 4-—6,
Odd and even for the flats.
The Minor keys are three below,
These are all, and there you go !
Till you can remember these
Your music is not sure to please.
KLIltDWORTH.
My Dear Mr. Presskr
lam very glad to see The Etude write so justly about
Mr. Karl Klindworth. It is painful to musicians of edu-
cation to see such an indiscriminate slaughter as Mr.
Klindworth has been subjected to during his visit here.
It has actually been stated that Mr. Klindworth had
“ no conception ” of the music of the great composers,
and that he “ had no reputation in Europe,” or words
to that effect. Any student of intelligence who has ex-
amined his beautiful editions of Chopin’s, Beethoven and
Schumann’s piano works will scarcely believe the truth of
these assertions—while no less an artist than Herr Johan-
nes Eimblad, the great basso of the Metropolitan Opera
House, says of Herr Klindworth’s work as a director of
Symphony concerts at Berlin, that “there was not a
dissenting voice to the unanimous praise of his masterly
interpretations.” Many others voice the same opinion.
-It is undoubtedly true that Herr Klindworth is not a
well-oiled piece of technical machinery, constructed for
the purpose of executing virtuoso passages on the piano-
forte; but that he is a teacher of music, capable of de-
veloping the finest details of musical interpretation, as
only a rare genius couid do, is surely acknowledged by
those capable of judging on such subjects. His artistic
editions of Chopin, Beethoven, and Schumann, are open to
inspection.
The hospitality of Americans toward foreign artists is
proverbial. Surely both musicians and the many liberal-
minded and intelligent German-Americans can only
honor themselves by treating an elderly gentleman of
such well-proved standing with respect.
The stress laid upon' finished touch and technical ex-
cellence by the Klindworth episode goes to -show how
very necessary it is to have a superior quality of educa-
tion in that respect, in order to get the credit for pos-
sessing intellectual and emotional faculties of interpreta-
tion, which the very people who decry “ virtuosity ’ ’ and
technical accomplishments always demand.
It is only another proof of the wisdom of teaching a
complete physiological system, including knowledge and
control oAtW muscular and nervous functions used in
expressive piano playing. There are nearly-fifty muscles
of hand and arm which can be separately used for this
purpose, I am told. The mass of notes and etudes that
piano players are made to execute, and the ignorance
regarding intelligent mechanism as well as musical
analysis, tone quality, and discrimination generally, are
simply astonishing. The time will come when both
physical science and a thorough musical education will
be required in such matters, if people would avoid
drudgery and much misdirected effort. Such clear,
logical and fundamental truths as have been recently
set forth by Mr. Jas. Brotherhood will be thankfully ac-
knowledged and become a necessity among progressive
students. In this latter statement I am almost quoting
the language of one of the greatest musicians and piano
teachers in. New York, with whom I conversed only
Yours sincerely,
William H. Sherwood,
Chickering Hall, New York.
Mr. Theodore Presser :
—
Dear Sir :—Having had frequent enquiries
readers of The Etude, regarding the ’benefit to be de-
rived from the use of the “ Manumoneon,” I would
kindly ask you to*f|!ow me sufficient space in your valu-
able paper to give some explanations. I would sum up
the usefulness of my invention as follows :
—
1. It affords all necessary means for gaining gymnas-
tic development of every muscle used, either in a positive
or negative way, in keyboard manipulation. *—-»
2. It furnishes the most sensitive tests for the control
of touch, in its variously combined elements of force,
distance and velocity of stroke, as well as for the abso-
lute precision of lifting (indispensable to a clear tone
termination).
Also comparative tests for evenness of holding in tone
successions, as in legato, staccato, portamento, etc.
8. The touch of the keys of the apparatus, while always
retaining its pleasant and harmless weight quality, can
be adjusted to every desired combination of height and
force of resistance ; thus offering the most manifold and
useful conditions for practicing all the fundamental forma
of piano technic.
In endeavoring to adopt the movements of the fingers
or hands to the requirements of the variously adjusted
conditions of key touch exertions wijl have to be made
which will result
—
First, In imparting facility and certainty in all move-
ments, and consequently greater confidence in playing,
and
—
Secondly, Giving the player easy control over such re-
sources of touch as greatest range of force, as great
variety of tone coloring as the instrument is capable of,
and at the same time a quality of touch which will then
be a true and unblurred reflection of his inner soul
quality.
He then will be enabled to convey the working of his
own intelligence and feeling to the comprehension and
sympathetic emotions of his listeners.
The efficacy of the various features combined in my
apparatus is already showing itself in a marked degree
with all those who carefully and regularly use it, and I
have a number of unsolicited testimonials from best au-
thorities. endorsing, the same.
Hoping this mayhelp to urge piano players in gen-
eral on to give more careful attention^ to the develop-
ment of technic toward the highest artistic and esthetic
ends, even if by the more tedious way, without such aid
as I have devised, I remain
Yours truly,
Gustav L. Bkcxbr.
[For Tee Stubs.]
SOME MUSICAL BLU1BE1S,
EUGENE THAYER, MUS. BOO.
Blonder Eleventh.—To think that mere technical
excellence will make a fine performer or musician of
you. Much is said nowadays about technique jif you
wish to be super- elegant, you must call it take-neek)!
To be sure, fine bricks make fine houses, but a man may
have a thousand brickyards and yet live in a log cabin.
Every art must have its materials, but the materials are
not the art
;
neither can they be until acted upon by the
hpman mind and soul
;
mind and muscle, soul and sol-
feggios, are diverse things. Technical excellence you
must acquire, but heaven spare your listeners, if that is
all that you get. Of what use are agile fingers and a
torpid brain? About the same as an active stomach to
a man with the liver complaint
;
the more he eats the
worse he is. The logical conclusion is—develop toe
musical abilities simultaneously with the mechanical.
Plainly speaking, never use scales or exercises without
using music at the same time. Especially is this appli-
cable to children. The first thing to be developed in
them is the melodic sense : Exercises and scales kill this.
They naturally (shall I not say, instinctively) hate exer-
cises and scales; and when you find one who likes them,
you will find an irreclaimable dolt. The fact is, I believe the
children are right in this thing, and the teachers and
parents usually all wrong. They (the children) want to
study music. Forthwith they are treated to a dose of
castor oil in the form of studies and other drastic, brain-
racking, nerve-killing scales and studies. What wonder
that they jump out of the window (I did) and run away
until the practice hour has passed into history
;
parental
retribution has no terrors compared with the sixty-minutes
of scale torture. Try the other plan, of giving them music,
and the chances are you will have to drive them away from
their practice. I often think 6tudes are the lazy teach-
er's refuge. It takes time, and learning as well, to select
music which shall develop the musical, while enlarging
the technical, powers.
How easy to pick up a set of studies, and say, “ Take
that for next time ! ” I have in mind a most estimable
young lady who recently showed me the musiq (!) she
had taken for- lessons. The collection— about a
yard high and of unknown diameter— included every set
of Etudes known to the profession, and yet she could
not play one single piece of music, long or short ! Is
comment or argument necessary ? Just here, you may
say, Why can you not publish the list of such a course ?
I can
;
but, as it has cost twenty-five years’ Ijard study
and experience, I must decline to furnish it, except
through private correspondence. My private pupils get
it gratis : it will not be published at any price at present,
unless by some dishonorable person. I have three such
lists, the first classical, the second free style, the third
mixed. These correspond to the three sorts of pupils
you will find in teaching. In one hundred pupils there
will be about ten who will wish the strict style
;
from
twenty to forty
1
who want something good, but cannot
quite hold themselves up to a strict standard
;
and the
remainder will swallow music as they swallow their vic-
tuals, taste a little of everything, and eat all the sponge
sake and candy first. The successful teacher, the music
teacher especially, must be armored and helmeted for all
encounters.
Myself and my pupils have two kinds of such lists,
th-. first including the fall development of both faculties
by means of music only : These are more especially for
quite young pupils, and are rarely advisable for adult
students. Thesecond list alte nates 6tndes and pieces,
invariably the one after the other, to produce the same
results. These latter were first made for schools and
seminaries, where conventionality seems to demand
them. These lists are from the first lesson of a five-year
old to the finished artist of fifty. They have atocra the
test of many years’ successful teaching, and are only
changeable by the occasional addition of6ome good recent
piece of extra merit It is incomparably and unquestion
ably better to combine the two forms of development,
both in and out of schools
;
and there are few pupils who
will object to thelatter method, while they will accom-
plish little or nothing otherwise. I have thoroughly tried
bothjfind all) methods singly and in classes, and am' now
firmly fixed on the latter as the best of all. My belief
was confirmed by no less a teacher than Moscheles, the
teacher of Mendelssohn and Liszt. The whole story is
told in eight words : if you want to study music, study
Music.
0IB-HA1DED PIANO PLAYING.
[TRANSLATED BY MRS. H. D. TRKTBAR.
]
„^In s “chat” on one-handed piano-playing, Otto B.
WeTila .furnishes us the following interesting remarks:
“ The specialty of playing with the left hand alone be-
longs to the more recent acquisitions of modern virtu-
osity. While other styles—also peculiar to the art of
piano- playing—-such as the glissando and crossing of
hands, were already customary during the last century,
we can discern no sign, despite the most eager researches
among earlier books on music, music journals and con-
cert reports, that playing with the left hand alone was
known to the pianists of those past times. Nor can it be
definitely determined, interesting though the fact may be,
who initiated the practice and. development of this form
of virtuosity. About forty years ago Dreyschock first
introduced this effective feat to the musical public.
Usually his seleetfWfLreserved for the conclusion of a
concert programme, consisted of some brilliant varia-
tions for the left-hand solo, whose immense and almost
insuperable difficulties stirred his audiences with the
highest delight and aroused his critics to an equally great
enthusiasm. After Dreyschock followed Willmers, the
‘ king of trills ’ and the Austrian virtuoso, Leopold de
Meyer. About ten years ago Count Zichy revived this
style, then almost forgotten, by appearing from time to
time on public occasions. In his case, however, it was
not from choice that he adopted this style of playing,
but because he, the opulent Hungarian magnate, was
passionately fond of piano-playing, and had lost his
right arm in his youth, while engaged in banting.
“If we consider this singular specialty impracticable
upon any other instrument, from anesthetic standpoint,
it will appear at a first glance like a feat designed solely
to produce a sensational effect, and in the use of which
a wise reserve will always betoken artistic tact and taste.’
And yet, it must strike one strangely that so few pianists
should have cultivated and publicly produced this inter-
esting and grateful task. With the exception of those
artists already named, "von Billow alone has ventured
repeatedly to play selections for the left hand alone
(usually a fugue by' Rheinberger). Liszt never thus
ignored Ms right hand, although a piece for tbs left hand
alone was written by him, entitled ‘ Hungary’s God.’
Nor can Celeste Gallyot, the wife of the violinist Bon-
cher, be strictly included in the list of ‘left handed
pianists
;
for, although she often played her piano with
the left hand alone, her right hand was engaged, at thq
same time, in playing the harp.
“The common complaint made by pianists, that they
have a weak left hand, would not so often be heard were
our young pianists given to exercise playing with th® left
hand alone, even though it were intra murot only. It is
an exercise destined to be of much use in these days of a
modern technic that demands an equal development of
both hands. Then, perhaps, it might be said of all, as
J. B. Cramer once remarked of Dreyschock : ‘ He does
not possess a left hand, for he has two right hands.’ ”
Genius and Hard Work.—Do not waste a minute, not
a second, in trying to demonstrate to others the merits
of your own performance. If your work does not vindi-
cate itself, you cannot vindicate it, but you can labor
steadily on to something which needs no advocate bnt
itself. . . . Toughen yourself a little and accomplish
something better. Inscribe above your desk the words
of Rivarol, “Genius is only great patience.” It was
Keats, the most precocious of all great poets, who
declared that “ nothing is finer for purposes of produc-
tion than a very gradual ripening of the intellectual
powers.”
—
T. W. Higgimon.
H. J. LEONARD.
While in Germany, - a year or so ago, I saw in The
Etude a few lines of commendation in regard to a com-
position of Moszkowski’s (by one of our prominent
teachers), in which he said ‘‘it is an impromptu, written
upon the word sachs, whatever that means." I have
also heard people wonder how a composition could be
written upon the name Bach. I fully intended to enlight-
en, at least the readers of The Etude, at-once upon the
subject, but neglect, the universal failing of all when not
obliged to accomplish an object at a stated time, has
hindered me until now. In the first place, they are
simply the German notes. The former, sachs, translated,
is Ejz-a-c-b-eiz. The latter, Bach, is Bl?~a-c-bfy. Schu-
mann also wrote, in his Op. 1, variations upon the name
of his first lady love, Abegg, whiqh in English is
A-bfe-e-g-g. You will all wonder from this how our
b is called h in German, while their b is our b flat. Also,
why our e flat is called by them s, or really the syl-
labic es. I will endeavor to explain intelligibly. We
will find the beginning of oar music of to-day in the
church songs of the early Christians. Through Gregory
the Great the foundation of the church song was enlarged
to a tone system or scale, of the following fourteen toner:
’ S3
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The tones of this system have been marked, since that
time, with the first seven letters of the Latin Alphabet,
beginning niifiili! nt the ©ijjbtli ton© with tb© sum© otetor
of letters. Thus we had the following naming
^ A,. i9- •—
„ tv —
—
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Later on, & deeper B was introduced into the order of
tones; through this introduction a difference between the
two tones of B became necessary. They called the deeper
tone B rotundum (round B, or B|z), and the higher, B
quadratum (B sqil|ge, or j|). For the higher B (j^)’they
introduced a little later on the letter h. Finally they
adopted the third tone of this system as the foundation
tone, and so their scale was written, C, D, E, F, G, A,
H, C, etc. (which, with the later discovered ijgjjyative
tones, is still in use in Germany, though their best au-
thorities agree with me that our more regular naming is
much better). They next found, between the other
tones of this system, half-tones, the same as their deeper
B, between a and h. These are derived either from
their higher or lower foundation tones, and are called
derivative tones. We call them /fats (or lowering), and
sharps (or elevating tones). In German, instead of using
the -fundamental tone with the word sharp (as c sharp, 3
sharp), the syllable is is added to it. Thus, our c sharp
is cis, d sharp, die, and so on. Intead of the^word flat
they add the syllable es to the fundamental tones, as ces
(c flat); des (d flat); e does not use the doubled e, but is
es (e flat):/es (f flat); ges (g flat); a also drops the e and
is as (a flat); their b is already our b flat From the
latter they speak of ail flats as Bs and all sharps as Kreuz.
You will now perceive that s is the syllable es or e flat;
k is our natural 6; so that Sachs is, in English (musically
speaking), E}?-a-c-b-ei?, and Bach is, in the same man-
ner, Bjz-a-c-btj-
Mozart played in public when he was seven years old,
composed his first mass at twelve, and two years later
was leader of the ariMKshop of Salzburg's orchestra.
Mendelssohn came out at nine, playing in a trio for
piano forte and horns, composed several works at twelve,
when he began the series of forty- four volumes which
contain the autographs of his works. Liszt first appeared
when nine, and met with such suqcess that several
Hungarian noblemen guaranteed him sufficient means to
continqp his educatidftfor six years. Rubinstein, when
ten, made his first concert tour with his teacher, visiting
Paris, where he met Liszt, who was astonished at his
precocity. Young Josef Hoffman has begun on the same
plane with these great artists ; where he will end no one
can tell.
THE ETU:
OF THE USE or STUDIES IF FIAHO TEAOHITC.
By W. S. B. MATHEWS.
I I .
FROM " HOW TO UlfDEHSTAMB MUSIC.” Vol. II.
1. His “ two-finger exercise,” when properly used, is the only exhaus-
tive school of expressive touch that I have ever seen.
2. His rhythmic treatment of scales and arpeggios strengthens the
sense of rhythm, and develops endurance better than any other mode
of practice that I know of, especially in the earlier and intermediate
stages.
3. His system of harmonic changes upon the chords of the dimin-
ished seventh is an exhaustive thesaurus of four-note arpeggios, besides
conducing powerfully to harmonic perception and brilliancy of playing.
4. His octave school, as a sequel to the “ two-finger exercise,”
covers the whole ground. Like Columbus’ standing the egg on end, it
is so easy as to be almost absurd.
The habitual practice of these “forms,’ passages,” rhyth-
mically developed out of melodic and harmonic germs, gives the pupil
an unconscious mental exercise which facilitates memorizing (especially
in the most difficult tasks of all—Chopin and Schumann) to such an
extent that one would believe it who had not seen it proven over and over
again.
These opinions will naturally be disputed by a majority of the older
teachers who read this paper. Nevertheless, with a reasonable knowledge
of what modern piano playing requires, and after about sixteen years’
experience in applying these exercises, I stand' by them ; and so will any
teacher who appreciates coming rapidly to-ihe root of things.
There are many sets of technical exercises which will do the greater
part of the work. All but Mason’s, as I think, fail to provide a school
of expressive touch, which, therefore, has to be otherwise provided by the
use of pieces. And with all exercises, studies and pieces, everything
depends upon how you use them. The short road to technical excellence
upon the piano has yet to be discovered. It is proper to add, moreover,
that all technical devices may be judged by any teacher caring to pay
sufficient attention to them, according to the three following princi-
ples
V
1. That they secure satisfactory tonal results, i. <?., make the piano
sound well.
2. Tha*t they apply the force upon sound mechanical principles, the
hand and arm being machines for the conversion of force.
3. That the hand looks well when used as required by the exercises
in question. It will be found that these three ends go together
:
The well-sounding, the well-looking, and the mechanically correct. Any
system of technics whatever can be judged by the application of these
three tests.
That distinguished artiste, Mme. Carrefio, has favored me with the
following account of her own training, the thoroughness of which stands
in striking contrast with the character of- original genius, which is such
a prominent trait of her public performances. She says :—
“ I would very much like to answer in a satisfactory manner the circular
you so kindly enclosed, but as ‘ the best method,’ to my mind, ‘ of practicing
the piano ’ has never been published (which was the one my father employed
with me) I fear my answer will beuTiittle use. I think Bertini’s method, taking
it all through from his first book to his “ Etudes Artistiques,” followed, or rather
intermingled, when the pupil is sufficiently under control of a certain amount
of technique, with Czerny's ‘ Velocity Studies,’ and then by Cramer, Clementi,
Henselt, and crowning it all with Chopin’s Etudes—this, to my mind, so far as
studies go, is the best way of stepping up the ladder; and this is how I have
studied myself, and I have taught upon the same plan. When a pupil is
far enough advanced to take Clementi, I always give them at the same time
Bach’s easier Preludes and Fugues, taking” by degrees the more difficult ones.
To>make the work easier and quicker, my father wrote 5qp exercises, which Ihad to do every day for a year, comprising all the scales, arpeggios, trills, thirds,
octaves, etc., etc., and difficult passages out of all the different works^of the
composers he knew—and they were not few ! And these I had to do every day,
as 1 say, each day in a different key, both major, and minor
;
and when I had
finished all the twenty-four modes, I had to begm and do it all over again, and
so on, I suppose, until the end of my life. I had to do all these the whole
length of the keyboard, in four or five different touches, including staccato.
\s you can well imagine, when the time came to take up the studies, my execu-
had reached such a point that the controlling of the difficulties in these
a matter of comparative ease and of very quick work. To this day, I do
practicing, beginning always with two hours of these exercises of my father’s,
ch, of course, I have had to reduce to a certain limit in order to be able to
he remainder of my work. I do not know whether this long answer to
1
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The following letter from the distinguished artist and teacher, Mr.
William H. Sherwood, approaches the subject from yet a different stand-
point. He says :
—
Boston, 61 1 Washington St., Nov. 16th, 1884.
I could not find time to answer you earlier. My first choice for a piano
instruction book is not in print, for the reason that no existing works 1 have
seen treat thoroughly of the most necessary first principles of training arm,
wrist and fingers, the muscular and nervous anatomy, in a comprehensive, safe
and productive manner. Consequently, nearly all piano players start wrong!
They are not made to concentrate mind and will internally on the inner sensi-
bility of the muscular and nervous parts, the relation of upper and lower arms,
forearm and wrist, of varied and valuable ^wrist training, whereby the hand
and fingers can be placed and carried about to the best advantage, of cultivat-
ing the powers of holding up or sustaining the forearm and fingers, of ^sepa-
rate science for movements from right to left (independent of those up and
down), independence of the various muscular parts, discriminating accurately
between them, etc., etc.
Dr. William Mason’s “ Pianoforte Technics,” Ehrlich (in pamphlet on
Tausig Ex.), and Kullak (octave studies) have thrown some glimpses on these
subjects in several respects.
The “ Technicon ” and the writings of its inventor will throw a great deal
more. My this year’s article in the Music Teacher’s National Asso. Report
and my article last June, in the ” Keynote,” are intended to lead in the same
direction. I repeat that we need an instruction book which shall treat of the
powers of sustaining (that means “ holding up ”) and cultivation of the rela-
tions between the upper and lower arm, new and almost unknown functions of
the wrist, of subdued strong parts and assisted weak parts, the science of right
and left progressions, of learning to discriminate between flexibility and firm-
ness, and all this, before we talk of notes, or of etudes and music. If 1 live a
few months longer I propose to bring out such a book. Meanwhile, look up
the “ Technicon.” After that we want staccato and wrist exercises first in
order. After Kullak’s octaves receives some preliminary addition to the pre-
paratory method it will do. Neupert’s octave studies are interesting. Aloys
Schmitt’s five-finger exercises, Dr. Mason’s technical studies, Arther.Mees’
eight daily studies, Wieck’s exercises in touch, Haberbier's Exercises, La
Couppey’s fifty virtuosity Exercises, Anton Streletski's Exercises, are good. If
a pupil has Cramer, Clementi, Bertini, etc., I can generally use them. A
favorite book of instruction with me is Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavichord, also
other writings of said Bach. Other favorite studies are the works of Bee-
thoven, Handel, Mozart (limited Mendelssohn, ditto). Chopin etudes, and other
obscure writings of men like Schubert, Schumann, Liszt, etc. Thalberg and
Henselt should be studied for pure piano style. I have gfSat need of works .
like “ Mathews’ Phrasing,” and “ Howto Understand Music,” arifiVtfaer theo-
retical apparatus to make the above-named works intelligible To students.
We need to call the results of scientific minds and fresh brains into our piano
instructions. The Berlin authorities are after our senseless methods very hard.
Cordially your friend,^.
* William H. Sherwood.
The levity of the latter part of this letter led me to think that it was
one of Sherwood’s fantasias, pour s’ amuser, and not intended to be
taken seriously. Thereupon I wrote to him again, asking for ariserious
letter
;
in answer to which I got this :
—
61 1 Washington St., Boston, Nov. 25th, 1884.
My Dear Mr. Mathews :
—
I have no special progressive list of studies. When a pupil first comes to
me I try to teach him to think and discriminate between the different move-
ments of arm, wrist and fingers, using any simple exercise. What I give him
to study afterward depends entirely upon his former training and his capacity.
I wish you would use some of the letter I wrote you, in your article. I am
going to write something on the subject when I get time. The “ Technicon ”
is a new machine for developing and strengthening the muscles of the hand
and arm and for various other good things.
It will do away with a great deal of the tiresome practice we all have to
do. The inventor is a friend to Dr. Von Billow and is a wonderfully intelli-
gent man. He must send you one of his pamphlets. I am just in the midst
of some recitals here and am very busy
Very cordially yours,
W. H. Sherwood.
These letters of Sherwood’s, together with an immediately following
opportunity of hearing Mr. Joseffy in three recitals, led me to observe a
point upon which the books generally are silent; I mean the extension of
modern pianoforte technic. Fifty years ago the elementary study of the
pianoforte was mostly devoted to the practice of what were called “ five-
finger exercises.” The most famous collection was that of Aloise
Schmitt; they may still be found in Richardson’s “ New Method for the
Pianoforte.” These exercises, whether for single notes or for a holding
note with moving accompaniment, undertook to make each finger a
hammer, moving freely at the metacarpal joint, but not moving at any
other joint. The ideal was that of a stationary hand, with five moving
1 * 1 in it anvwhprp trcrhnrlr . sralp forms a
• — ~ J * w
hammers,.and no soul in it anywhere. Dreyschock, whose c e re
those in Richardson’s “ Modern School,” gave more attention to scales, as
also did Thalberg. Especial attention to the wrist is a matter of our own
day, almost
;
for although the venerable Fr. W«?ck4aught a loose wrist as
the beginning of a musical touch, the technical means for securing it
were not well supplied until Kullak had written his octave school and
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found out by experiment, that a pupil may do all these things well, yet
fail in certain pieces of Liszt and Henselt, or even in the much lighter
qnes of Joseffy. The missing link is the technic of arm-—the ability to
carry the hand lightly and certainly from one part of the keyboard to
another.
Sherwood, it will be seen, proposes to cultivate these arm motions
before those of the fingers, upon the theory, probably, that unless the arm
is prepared to support the hand, the fingers will have no fulcrum to work
upon. ^This new insight I shall not undertake to pursue further at this
time. I think there may be something in it, but the necessary experi-
ments have not yet been made for determining exactly how much, or
whether, indeed, the traditional order of proceeding can be so far modi-
fied without breaking the chain of evolution which has brought us from
Scarlatti to Liszt and Joseffy. This much, at least, is sure : The Mason
‘ two-finger exercise introduces a hand rebounding from the keyboard
upon a loose wrist, at the second or third lesson of a beginner
;
and it is
found that this results in strengthening and equalizing the fingers more
rapidly than can be done with any kind of five-finger exercise. Whether
the process can be carried further with equally improved results, as Sher-
wood indicates, we have yet to find out.
Dr. William Mason gives the following outline of his ideas upon the
selection and use of studies
;
as will be seen, it is in striking illustration
of the positions taken in the earlier parts of this article. His letter is dated
Orange, N. J., October 27th, 1884 :—
My Dear Mr. Mathews ;
—
Your letter of the 23d inst. has just been received. It is impossible for me
to give you off-hand a list of the ten best and most indispensable books of Piano-
forte Studies, arranged in progressive ‘order. You know that I have relied
mainly on my system of technics for strengthening and developing the muscles
used in playing, and I have used the so-called studies and etudes merely inci-
dentally and for special purposes adapted to individual cases. The following
list will give you some idea, although it is by no means complete, but is perhaps
not without progressive order, viz. :
—
Behrens’ Newest School of Velocity, Op. 64, Nos. 1 and 2 ; especially No. 1.
Moscheles' Studies. Rather a longjstep here !
Cramer, Studies.
Clementi, Gradus ad Parnassufn.
Heller, Selections.
Chopin, Etudes.
Henselt, Studies.
Bach, Inventions and Well-Tempered Clavier. (Perhaps these ought to
come in directly after Clementi.)
Liszt, Rubinstein, and miscellaneous authors.
Summary,
Clementi—Bach—Chopin-.
These three, I should say, are indispensable to any one who aspires to an
all comprehensive technique, ancient ahd modern. Other works, of course,
are of great value, and must be selected with good judgment, and with a view
to the particular and individual necessities of each student. As a rule, it seems
to me that too much time is given to mere technics or finger gymnastics and
exercises. These, of course, have their proper use, but they should be employed
with great temperance and moderation. Little by little, day after day, with
great care and persistence, but not in a hurry for results, and plenty of time and
slow development in the beginning, will produce the grandest results after a
while and in the end. A student wfio has good judgment will learn how to
utilize for purposes of teaching all sorts of passages in the various compositions
which they study, be these composers Beethoven, Schumann, or any other great
composers. But pupils should play their technics and exercises with expres-
sion, and give them a soul, as well as/6ieces. Do not spend all the time on
dead things. If you do not know the book of studies by Behrens, look at them.
They are interesting and useful
; are musical and sound well. Each study is
only a page in length. ' They are easy and for young people.
In the same line of moderation in the use of etudes was the answer
of Prof. John C. Fillmore, author of the “Short History of Pianoforte
Music.” He says :—
“ To- be honest about it, I u$e very few studies except Mason’s “ Technics ”
and Mathew’s “Phrasing.” J am using one copy of Loeschhorn’s Op. 67,
Look L it is valuable, and so is the Op. 66, I now and then use a Tausig’s
Clementi “ Gradus,” but seldom get through. For advanced cases I use
Chopin’s Studies, of course. Skipping about, I use a good many of the Bach
“ Inventions ” and some of the " Well Tempered Clavier.” I have not used
Czerny, Kohler or Cramer for a long while.”
Mme. Neilson-Rounseville, a pupil of Haberbier, and one of the
most careful teachers of solid technic in Chicago, has named the follow-
ing as the books of studies which she most j-elies upon
and “ Well-Tempered Clavier;” Cramer Op. ioo;'”“25 Studies” an<j “50
Studies,” edited by Von Biilow; Chopin, Ops. 10 and 25; Kullak, Op. 48:
Clementi, “Gradus.”’
F
She uses selections of all these, apd requires “ every selection to be
memorized and practiced until it can be played with good technic and
just expression, exactly like a concert performance.” This stipulation
shows that she not only uses the studies for improving the quality of the
pupil’s study and the technic, but also for imparting a melodic character
to the playing, and for making it musical.
Professor Calvin B. Cady, of Michigan University, one of the most
thoughtful musicians and teachers in this country, names the following
list:
—
Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov. 17th, 1884.
In the first place, if I had students that I could deal with according to
my desire, and not according to the necessities of the case, I should not touch
etudes very early. Secondly, I doubt whether one can say that any etudes
except the Chopin -efe indispensable. Thirdly, the following have been of
practical value. Of course, I only use selections from any one opus.
Gurlitt, Op. 83.
Kohler, Op. 50.
Gurlitt, Ops. 50 51 and 52.
Heller, Op. 125. Rhythmical Studies.
Schmitt, Op. 1 14, Books 1 and 2.
Heller, Ops. 47 and 45.
Gurlitt, Op. 80. Rhythmical Studies.
Schmitt, Op. 16.
Czerney, Op. 299 and 740.
Cramer, Moscheles, Op. 70.
Clementi, Gradus.
Haberbier, Op. 53.
Grund.
Chopin.
There is my pile for general use, but, of course, I often go outside for
special purpose.
Mr. Frederic Grant Gleason, a pupil of Kullak, names the follow-
ing :—
Chicago, November 20, 1884.
In response to your note requesting a list of what I consider the most
valuable studies for the piano, I submit the following :
—
I. dementi’s Gradus ad Parnassum (Tausig’s).
II. Cramer, Etudes (Billow’s).
III. Loeschhorn, op. 66, 3 books.
IV. Loeschhorn, op. 38, 3 books (for phrasing).
V. Chopin, Etudes, op. 10 (Bach inventions, suites, etc.).
VI. Heller’s Studies in Phrasing.
VII. Behrens, “ Velocity.”
VIII. Czerny, “ Velocity.”
IX. Czerny, Daily Studies.
X. Tausig, Daily Studies.
XI. Felix Le Couppey, 25 Etudes (particularly useful for small hands).
I have found it very difficult to make a selection from the many etudes which
I am acccustomed to use, and have not been able to suit myself with a scheme
which should present the etudes in what I consider the order of usefulness.
For example, the Cramer etudes I use more frequently than those of Cle-
menti, and tfrg'op. 66 of Loeschhorn more frequently than either. On the whole,
the Cramer etudes seem to me to be the " most indispensable,” as filling a place
that could be filled by nothing else, though the same condition is fulfilled by the
Chopin Etudes, especially as regards the more modern school of advanced piano
playing. Yet as Cramer must precede Chopin, and is useful to many who do
not attain to sufficient mastery of the pianoforte to require Chopin, I should
give them the preference as regardsjusefulness.
The etudes by Felix Le Couppey, Professor in the Paris Conservatory, I
have found very useful for small hands—also Behrens’ op. 79, Duvernoy’s
“ Ecole de Mecanisme,” etc. Many works that are not strictly etudes are
adapted to peculiar cases, and may take the place of etudes, as Bach’s Inven-
tions, Suites and many Sonatas of Dussek, Clementi and Humteel.
The Tausig Daily Studies require so much musical perception to carry
out the transpositions indicated, that with some pupils they are not available.
As music they do not possess a very great interest, not enough in many
instances to detract from their mechanical value as technical studies.
The Cramer Etudes I frequently have transposed into different keys—often
with the same fingering, the latter being one of the things I was myself obliged
to do when studying the Tausig method in Berlin. '
Yours very truly,
Frederick Grant Gleason.
Mr. Emil Liebling, also a pupil of Kullak and one of the most bril-
liant pianists in the West, names the following list :—
-
Chicago, November nth, 1884.
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews
Dear Sir
:
—The "following progressive List of Studies may be found
useful :—
-
Selections from Koehler, Preparatory Studies.
“ " Loeschhorn, op. 65.
“ " Bertini, op. 100.
Selections from Doering, op. 8.
“ “ Krause, op. 2 and 9.
•
“ “ Loeschhorn, op. 66.
" " Heller, 45’, 46 and 47.
“ “ Bertini, op. 29.
Selections from Bertini, op. 32.
“ “ Cramer, Studies.
“
“ Jensen, op. 33.
“ “ dementi’s Gradus.
Selections from Moscheles, op. 70 and 95.
“ “ Henselt, op. 2 and 5.
f Selections from Thalberg, Studies.
“
“'Chopin, “
“ “ Liszt,
“ “ Rubinstein, " 1
A Bach course: Kleine Praffudien, Inventions, French Suites, English
Suites, Well tempered Clavichord, Four Toccatas, Italian Concerto,
Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue, Organ Fugues arr. by Liszt and Tausig.
For special technical work: Plaidy’s Piano Technics, Loeschhorn’s Piano
Technics, Merkel’s Piano Technics, Tausig’s Piano Technics, Kullak's
Octave Studies.
Very Respectfully, Emil Liebling.
Grade I.
Grade II.
Grade III.
Grade IV
Grade V
LARGHETTO GRAZIOSO
LEGATO STUDY IN DOUBLE NOTES
.
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practical letters to Meac^Ers
BT W. 8. B. MATHEWS.
aydn’s “ Creation,”
‘Judas Maecabasus,”
TONIC SOL-FA FOB INSTRUMENTS.
Sir :—Many readers of your valuable journal will be
glad to have this question ventilated.
I was very much pleased with the article by H. E.
Krehbiel, and considered it written by one who is well
acquainted with the pros and cons of both notations, and
very near the truth. Mr. W. Jones, in all probability, is
a solid T.S.-faist only (?), and, like myself two years ago,
would have stood up solid for Sol-fa for instruments. But
my opinion has somewhat changed. I give you my experi-
ence. In 1862, I passed the Intermediate Certificate
;
in 1875, the Matriculation Certificate, and the Harmo-
nium Sol-fa Certificate (examined by George Oakey, Mus.1
Bac. ) of the T.S.-fa College. About this time I trans-
lated the following work from the Staff into Sol-fa, with
the accompaniments for the organ or piano : Mozart’s
1st and 12th Masses, Haydn’s Imperial Mass (3rd in D),
Handel’s Dettingen Te Deum and Messiah, Macfarren’s
“ May Day,” Allen’s “Harvest Home,” and my brother
did Mendelssohn’s “ St. Paul,” Ha;
Verdi’s Requiem Mass, Handel's
and dozens of smaller works, on purpose to have the
accompaniments in Sol-fa, as we could not purchase
them printed. (This labor of love for Sol-fa quite proves
that the sol-fa notation sinks deep into the student’s
mind, and cannot easily be removed.) I have taken
church and chapel services, and played at concerts, all
from Sol-fa, and for moderate music, when committed to
memory, Sol-fa is preferable.
Two years ago, at a practice, the clergyman handed me
a copy of an anthem in Staff, with a request to play it
over. I said I would look it througl^eeling I was quite
unable to play it. Since then, I have studied the staff
for the finger board, and I must admit I have made more
improvement in the last twelve months from staff playing
than I expected, and I come to this conclusion : 1st, a
T.S.-faist is a musician before he can commence manual
playing, as he will find thirteen different Doha, and must
know the whereabouts of A, B, 0, etc., on the staff before
commencing, and then after fixing on a key for Doh, the
mental effect travels to the fingers and to the keys, and
the positions will come with practice (the student is really
a Staff player before he can commence Sol-fa play-
"Vh’e ordinary Staff player is told tcfplay C, B, A, etc.,
and nothing else need trouble him, virtually ? A Sol-fa
player studies Harmony, Counterpoint, and Chord Pro-
gressions while he plays. But very florid passages and
quick, ever-changing modulations and modes, and the
different octave marks' in Sol-fa, are beyond the reading
powers of all ordinary mortals, and if a student wishes to
play Bach, Mendelssohn, R'ossini, Chopin, and other com-
posers’ difficult and florid music, lie must play it, after
all (especially if at sight), from the staff notations
I consider the essence of singing is in Sol-fa the mental
effect of tones (relationship and intervals), being far the
best for the singer, and the actual pitch of sound on the
Staff (as a picture) for the finger board. This is my con-
viction after twenty-six years of Sol-fa teaching and
playing. Yours faithfully,
G. F. H. Parkom, M. T.S. - Fa Coll.
Tunbridge Wells, Feb. 28.
The foregoing letter from the Musical Standard has
been sent me, with a request that I write something about
it. I have nothing to write, beyond assenting fully to
what the writer therein says. The Tonic Sol-fa is a
most valuable instrument for a certain part musical
education. It is not adapted to representing instrumental
music, especially when it modulates much or is at all
difficult. The Beethoven sonatas, for example, would
not be intelligible in Tonic Sol-fa, without more practice
and greater difficulty in reading than an average player
finds in reading from the staff.. I happen to number
among my intimate friendB Mr. William L. Tomlins, an
old sol-faist, and he fully agrees with this position. He
has been for fourteen years and more a director of the
highest class of music—for the Apollo Club of this city,
our festival choruses, etc., etc., etc. ^He has had every
Opportunity to understand the exact limits of the Sol-fa,
having taken up such works as Berlioz’s Damnation of
Fanst, Dvorak’s Spectre Bride, etc., modern works which
go beyond the ability of any singers to sing, except as
they learn them by ear. Mr. Tomlins tells me that he
doubts whether the Sol-fa would be of any assistance to
a singer in music of this class, it being more trouble to
realize the continual changes of tonality than to learn the
music by ear, as is usually done. At the same time he
tells me that he always thinks in Sol-fa, and can playjuo
more rapidly than he can think it in key. So clearly
does he do this, even when reading from the staff, that
he can play in one key as well as another, entirely re-
gardless of the key before his eyes. There are very few
piano pupils who* think in a key in this sense. I am
quite sure that it would be better for the playing if there
were more of them able to do it, and for this reason re-
commend the Sol-fa notation as the best for the early
steps, not only for singing but also for instrumental.
Mr. Tomlins tells me that in applying words to music
he finds singers reading from Sol-fa not so ready as those
reading from staff. This, however, would be more than
offset by the superior soreness of the Sol-fa readers. I
am inclined',to think, personally, that the Sol-fa should
be used with children until they are ready to go to the
staff
;
then I would use a special staff, leading to the real
staff; finally the staff complete, with all its complication
of signatures, etc. Of this at another time.
MENDELSSOHN AND LISZT, ETC.
Was Mendelssohn a converted Jew?
I do not know about the conversion, but he was of
Jewish descent, and a baptized member of the German
Lutheran Church.
1. Is Liszt’s music regarded as strictly classical, and
if not, why not?”
2. How should one play a repetition of the same
chord or octave not marked staccato?”
3. Must single staccato notes -without a tie over them
always be played from the wrist?
1. Liszt’s music is not regarded as classical. The
term classical means a great many things, but Liszt’s
music is not among them. It is too sensational, it is not
old enough, it is not reserved enough, it is not classical
enough. The term classical in music means certain qual-
ities of musical style, such as we find in the music of the
classical composers of the last half of last century and
the first quarter of this. Listz’s music does not come in
the category.
2. Repeated chords and octaves are played staccato,
with a wrist motion.
3. Single staccato notes are played with a hand rijsing
from the wrist after the touch
;
it may strike from the
wrist, and it may strike from the finger
;
but it always
rises after the touch.
If you do not find my Studies in Phrasing suited for
your use as a “ work in musical analysis and phrasing,”
I cannot tell you what to get. This is exactly what it was
made for.
FINGERING OF THE MINOR SCALE.
Will you please tell me where I can find the Harmonic
and Melodic Scales fingered for practice ? After a child
has committed the Major Scales would you teach them
to continue by committing them by thirds and sixes, or
give them the Minor Scales ? If the latter, which form
should be given first, and how ? In fewer words, how
would you teach the Minor Scales to your pupils ?
V. H. B.
The fullest discussion of the minor scales that I hap-
pen to know of is that in Mason’s Technics. It covers
all the points of your letter, I believe, and I respectfully
refer you to it. Use the minor scales after the following
rule :
—
Buie -—The minor scale requires a minor third and
sixth. By license the major sixth maybe used in ascend-
ing when the hands are in contrary motion or in octaves..
Hence the harmonic form is always used in descend-
ing, and in ascending also when there are harmonic rela-
tions involved, as there are when the hands are in thirds
or sixths. The method of fingering them, and of teach-
ing them, as to their relation to the major scales, is in the
place referred to. When a child has committed the
major scales I would recommend them to go on and
“rub in” the fingering by practicing them in canon
form, with a strict observance of the fingering.
WHO ARE AMERICAN COMPOSERS?
“ Can yon tell me whetherde Kontski, Lavfllee and Jo-
seffy are Americans? By that I mean halve they been
naturalized ? If not, have they a right to a place among
American composers? There has been some discussion
in Th« Etude in regard to them, bat without definiteness.
I shall be pleased to hear from you at an early conveni-
ence regarding them. ” S. AS.
This question was sent to me some time ago, and I
answered it privately, bat it is no more than fair to give
the answer publicity. Art knows no nationality. The
gentlemen named are not Americans, and, strictly, have
no place among American composers. But when for-
eigners come here and do ihejaest they can to elevate us
natives, and themselves at the iame time, they come under
a portion of the disabilities peculiar to American musi-
cians, one of which is the disrespect due to living in a
country without a heredity, of veneration for art. In
consequence they find it nearly as difficult as Americans
themselves to get their works performed, and, perhaps,
still more difficult to secure the complimentary recogni-
tion they would so easily get in any other country.
Therefore, there is no reason why we should be mean
about it, and deny them a place in a country which they
are willing to make their own. Naturalizing an author
does not naturalize his music, still less make it flat.
BEGINNERS AND THEORY.
You give a great many suggestions, but no definite
plan. You say, do not teach a beginner any theory but
music. Now, what would be the first thing you would
teach a beginner? Does the book by H. Parent embody
your ideas of how to teach beginners ? Of course, we
know that without a thorough mastery of the notes and
their position on the staves, we cannot become quick
readers. Can any one successfully study harmony and
counterpoint by correspondence, and who would you
suggest as a good teacher ?
Please do not throw away my letter, but answer as soon
as possible. You can abbreviate if you like, ai I will
understand your answer. If you answer every question
you will much oblige, S.
The best description of the proper way to teach a
beginner I have seen is that in Wieck’s Piano and Song.
It is well worth studying. Mason’s exercises applied
according to the principles of Wieck, would be as near
the ideal, as I understand it, as anything you would be
able to find. Parent’ s directions are not yet all pub-
lished, at this writing. Will refer to them later.
2. Harmony and composition can be taught quite well
by mail, but more slowly than by personal communisa-
tion. H would recommend Prof. Fillmore, of Milwaukee,
as a gocra teacher for this kind of work. He is so singu-
larly clear and exact that you can hardly go amiss. Next
to him, perhaps, Dr. Eugene Thayer, of New York,
although I do not know whether he has time to attend to
lessons of this kind. After these two, Mr. J- A. Butter-
field, of Chicago, (care of Newell & Co).
“ If you know how to tell the number of pounds struck
on the piano, please tell me.”—L. C.
The weight of the touch can only approximately be as-
certained. Ifyou will play a certain passage of three notes
in succession, for example, upon the keyboard, and then
play the very same motions with as nearly as possible the
same force upon a spring balance with a platform, stand-
ing close by the piano, you can get the force pretty nearly
by watching the index move as the strokes are made.
It will be found that weak fingers, making a pure finger
touch, will rarely use more than about eight ounces in
the attack, and about two ounces in the clinging pressure-
Strong fingers may do twice or three times as much.
Artists playing forte, as they would in a concert hall, use
finger touches as heavy as three or four pounds for the
attack of single finger touches, made purely from the
finger. It is not well to increase the force too rapidly,
because the pupil is apt to employ wrong means of get-
ting the force, calling the arm into exercise where, the
finger muscles ought to do it all. When you have tried
your own hands and fingers a few times on the keyboard
and on the scale platform alternately, you will be able to
give a good guess as to the weight of touch by the tone
obtained. . While it is not well to increase the touch too
rapidly,' for reasons already stated, it is nevertheless true
that the weight of touch is the source of tone.
o'
In response to quite a number of inquiries, notice is
given that the work of preparing an album of the more
important selections required for the proper study of the
first volume of “ How to Understand Music” is now
being canvassed, and as soon as a decision is reached
notice will be given.
/.'A:
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THE STUDY OF THE PIANO.
-STUDENT’S MANUAL.
PRACTICAL COUNSELS.
By H. PARENT.
(Translated from the French by M. A. Bierstadt.)
68. How should the chromatic scales be
practised f
The chromatic scales should be practised
slowly and heavily, in octaves, minor thirds,
major and minor sixths, and also in contrary
motion.*
It is good practice in the chromatic scales to
start on different notes, sometimes on a white
note, and again on a black.
At first, accent every second note, then, succes-
sively, every third, every fourth, sixth and
eighth.
67. How are the chromatic scales to be
fingered' f
The simplest fingering consists in placing the
thumb on the white notes, and the third finger
on the black, the fingers following in their nat-
ural succession in the half tones e-f, and b-c.
If the chromatic scale starts with one or two
white notes, in order to avoid the useless pas-
sages of the thumb, the left hand should begin
with the fourth or fifth finger (so as to place the
third finger on the first black notg of the scale).
Example :
—
I#£Z
For the same reason, the ascending scale
should be terminated in the right hand by the
fourth or fifth finger.
Example :
fA fg- A4 -*=2-
Other modes of fingering are equally good
observe this one :
—
——4—
ky—. 1_ 2 a 4
By employing the same fingering for each hand,
the fingers are in a sense inverted, except in 1
and 2 and 1 and 3, when the trill takes place on
the keys of different color (in this case the
thumb will be placed in both hands on a white
key).
These trills should be accented every two,
three and four notes; then when these divisions
no longer present any difficulty, every six and
eight.
With special regard to the trill, the student
would do well to practise carefully and perse-
veringly that fingering that he best succeeds
with. In this way he will have an excellent
trill always at his command, while continuing
to improve the others.
69. IVhat is the tremolo, and how is it to be
practised f
The tremolo is a trill whose two notes are
placed at a distance exceeding a tone.
The tremolo may be practised like a trill, with
all the fingers.
It should be practised with all intervals,
commencing with the minor third, and increas-
ing the interval a half-tone at a time. Com-
mence at first with a white key, then with a
black one, and all possible combinations on the
keyboard will have been exhausted. The
tremolo thus studied serves, at the same time, as
an exercise in extension, and will be very useful
for small hands. It should be accented every
two, three and four notes. The unemployed
fingers should also be held down, one at first,
then two, then all three, and here, again, the
tremolo becomes an exercise for independence of
the fingers. After having studied the simple
tremolo with two notes, then take the double
tremolo with four, holding down the unem-
ployed finger.*
Example:— 5^ld - o ^a ° £
which is much used in the chromatic scales in
contrary motion or when played with one hand
in rapid movement.
68. What is the trill, and how is it to be prac-
tised?
The trill is the alternate striking of two notes
placed at the distance of a second (See Chap.
VI, No. 110.) The trill should be practised
with a twofold object—the equalizing of the
fingers in a general sense, and the perfection of
the trill in particular. For equalizing the
fingers it is well to study the trill with the
following fingerings :—
-
1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3
2 and 4
3 and 4
3 and 6
4 and 6 4
And in all the combinations on the key-board
:
on two white keys, on two black keys, on a
white and black key, on a black and white key.
70. How should thirds be practisedf
The notes of each third should be struck with
force, uniformity and precision.
It is necessary in passing from one third to
another to make perfect connection.
Hence arise' two difficulties that fender this
exercise troublesome and even dangerous to
beginners.
It is well at first to take only two thirds
together with this fingering :
—
Right hand | j 2 Left hand
j
f 2 1
1 4 3
Then with this:
—
Right hand
g
Left hand -<
1
C3 2
6 4
the hands separately at first, then the two
together and in contrary movement, so that the
fingers correspond with one another.
These exercises, like the trill, should be studied
in all combinations of white and black keys,
accenting every two, three and four notes
(especially three).
Further difficulties are presented in the scales
in thirds, the passing of the thumb under the
fingers, and the fingers over the thumb, and also
the successive employment of the thumb on
two consecutive notes. For this reason this
fingering should be practised :
—
Example : « I 1
-zi-
1
Then this :—
Example
c fi L_
IN =8=
making the thumb, or the fifth finger, slip on the
two keys, with an artificial connection. Then
again take the same exercise with the crossing
of the thumb in contrary movement. Finally,
the scales in thirds ' may be entered upon, in
which the two passages of the thumb in each
scale should also be practised separately in the
form of an exercise (just as the scales in octaves
have already been practised).
First example : five consecutive thirds start-
ing from the keynote.
Second example : five thirds starting from
the fifth note of the scale.
.
7 1 . How should the scales in thirds befingered f
There is no established fingering for the scales
in thirds. Each method, each master has his
own. It is well to practise several of them
;
for in the execution of a scale or fragment of a
scale in thirds, in the course of a piece, a finger-
ing that is difficult for the hands together might
be very easy for one alone.
The scales in thirds generally comprise two
groups, one composed of three thirds, the other
of four.
Right hand
:
8 4 5
5 4 3
2 3 4 5
112 3
3 2 11
6 4 3 2
or in the inverse order:
or in the inverse order.
As far as possible it is advisable to effect the
displacement of the hand after a black
and the two hands at the same time.
Example :—
•
72. How should the chromatic scales in thirds
be practised ?
In groups of five thirds, ascending and de-
scending.
73. How should the chromatic scales in minor
thirds be practised?
The simplest fingering preferred for the chro-
matic scales in thirds is this:
—
Example:
—
* The chromatic scale can hardly be taken in major * These exercises should be applied to all the perfect
thirds, for reason of the false relations that would result, chords, the dominant seventh, and the diminished seventh.
In the right hand the thumb is placed upon all
the lower white keys, and the second finger on
‘all the lower black keys,;
Only the two thirds e-g, b-d are struck with
(It should be remarked that the lower note
of each of these thirds is theyJratf note of each
one of the half-tones formed by the two white
keys, e-f, b-c).
In the left hand the fingering is reproduced,
naturally, in an inverted position. The thumb
is placed on all upper white keys, and the second
finger on all the upper black ones. Only the
two thirds d-f, a~c are struck with £. (The
upper note of each of these thirds is the second
note of* each of the half-tones formed by the two
white keys e-f, b-c.)
74. Should the scales in sixths be practised ?
Yes
;
the diatonic scales in sixths should be
I practised, and also the chromatics.
III. Mention the names of some of the principal Ger-
man composers and their works.
IV. Name the composers who were principally instru-
mental in developing the Sonata and the Symphony.
V. What are some of the characteristics of the com-
positions belonging to the classical period ?
VI. What of those belonging to the romantic period ?
VII. Name the chief representatives of each period.
VIII. Mention the large choral works of Beethoven.
IX. Give a list of the instruments usually employed
in a Symphony Orchestra of Beethoven’s time.
X. In what particulars do the compositions of Bichard
Wagner differ from those of his predecessors ?
COUNTERPOINT.
Whose system of Counterpoint do you employ ?
I. What is Syncopation ?
II. Define Florid or Mixed Counterpoint.
III. What is the so-called Contrapuntal Cadence?
IV. Name a species of Triad unsuited to use as a founda-
tion of a measure of counterpoint.
III. What are the principal divisions of a Rondo of the
second form ?
V. Give the time signature and two measures of the
following Dance rhythms
A. Polonaise.
B. Waltz.
C. March.
VII. Briefly describe the first movement of the Senate
form as Beethoven found it.
VIII. Analyze the first movement of the accompanying
Sonata, indicating, by means of terms, brackets,
figures (“ metrical cipher”), etc.:—
A. Principal and subordinate themes, both in expo-
sition and development.
B. Connective or transitional passages.
C. Organ point.
D. Keys passed through in the development.
E. Subdivision of themes, motival structure, and
such other minor points as would indicate a
thorough understanding of the example sub-
mitted.
ACOUSTICS.
I. What are the properties of a musical tone ?
II. Mention some of the best media for the transmission
of sound.
III. Why are some pitches low and some high ?
IV. What are harmonics, or overtones ?
VII. State approximately the number of vibrations per
second of the lowest and highest tones employed
in modern music.
VIII. To what is the difference between a consonance
and a dissonance due ?
HISTORY.
I. Mention some of the contemporaries of Sebastian
Bach.
II. In what class of composition did Bach labor chiefly?
III. Mention two of his principal vocal works.
IV. From what is the Sonata form derived, and through
whose works did that form reach its highest logical
development?
V. Why is the Sonata form of greater artistic value than
the Dance form ?
VI. When did Beethoven live?
VII. Mention some particulars in which his influence in
the development of music was most powerfully felt.
VIII. Mention some of the great masters of the Oratorio,
and their principal works.
IX. Say what you know about the chief workers in the
development of the Romantic school of composition.
X. Give an approximately chronological list of the mas-
ter musical minds from the earliest times to the death
V. What is a Motive ?
VI. What is a Phrase ?
VII. As a general rule, especially on a final tone or
chord, how long should a Pause, or Hold ('*') be
sustained?
X. Define a Tie
;
a Slur.
XI. What is an Interval ?
XII. What is a Key?
XIII. Write the scale of D minor, without signature, in
the Melodic form ascending, and Harmonic form
descending. Write the signature at the end of the
example.
XVI. Give the definition and pronunciation of the words
“ Da capo at Fine.”
XVII. Define Tempo.
XVIII. What is Syncopation ?
XIX. Mention as many Italian terms used to indicate
Tempo as you can recall, giving their English
equivalents (and proximate Metronome numbers, if
possible) and their pronunciation.
XX. Mention as many other musical terms as you can
recall, giving their English equivalents and pro-
nunciation.
FUGUE.
I. Define Stretto ; Interlude ; Counter- Subject ; An-
swer
;
Codetta ; Meal and Tonal Fugue Strict and
Free Fugue.
II. When is the leading tone answered by the third of
the tonic ? If the subject skips at once from tonic to
dominant, or vice versa, what is the form of answer ?
III. If the subject commences upon the tonic, and pro-
ceeds to the dominant through the second or sixth of the
scale, what will be the form of answer ? If the subject
modulates from tonic to dominant, how will it be an-
swered ?
IV. What is redundant entry ? What its purpose?
V. Compose, employing the following subject, an expo-
sition in three parts*with an interlude leading to the re-
entrance of the subject in another key. DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION.
The Demonstrative Examination for Candidates enter-
ing for Musical Theory alone, consisted in the presenta-
tion of an original composition, requiring not less than
eight minutes for its performance (see Prospectus, page
35), in addition to a written Examination in the follow-
ing branches :—
_
HARMONY.
Whose system of Harmony do you employ ?
I. Derive chords of the Augmented Sixth from every
triad of the C major scale, and resolve to a chord in
f or | position. Through the interpolation of what chord
may a chord of the augmented sixth and fifth be resolved
to a chord of § whose root lies a^diatonic half-step below
the bass of the first chord ?
II. - Proceed from the chord ofE major to the dominant
seventh chords upon G, F, B flat, and C (employing any
position), but without the use of intermediate faarmo-
nies.
f|f,
III. Resolve the augmented triad of the key of B
minor to the harmony of the fourth degree.
IV. Modulate from G sharp minor, by means of a di-
minished seventh chord not belonging to its«®ode, to the
key of E flat major.
V. Work out the following bass in four parts, and mark
with Roman numerals. *
MUSICAL FORM. '
I. Make a sketch of the large two-part (binary) form.
II. Make a sketch of the small three part (ternary)
form.
III. What is the aesthetic value of overlapping or coin-
cidence of final and initial measures ? '-C
’
IV. What is the aesthetic value of other than bi-
rose&sural and its derivative rhythms ?
V. What is a motive ?
VI. Bracket and number each motive in the following
excerpt (Introduction to Weber’s Invitation to the
Dance)
;
number duplicate motives the same as those
from which they are derived.
VII. Briefly describe the Overture, Trio, Concerto,
Symphony.
VIII. In what respects has the Sonats^brm been
changed by Beethoven and his followers ?
IX. Outline the usual form, key relationship, and char-
acter of the Scherzo.
X. Analyze the finale of the accompanying Sonata
(Beethoven, Op. 53), indicating by means of terms, brack-
ets, and metrical cipher
—
(a) Principal thepe
5 W Epi-
sodes (secondary themes)
;
(c) Connective or transitional
passages
;
(d) Motival structure, keys passed through,
and any other particulars which you consider would con-
tribute to a thorough understanding of the eiample sub-
mitted.
ACOUSTICS.
I. Give a brief description of a musical tone, tracing
the phenomena from some selected exciting cause to the
seat of sensation.
II. What is absolute pitch ?
III. Give an illustration of relative pitch.
IV. What causes the difference in quality between the
tone of a violin and that of a clarionet ?
V. Why does sound decrease in power as the distance
it travels increases ?
VI. Supply the vibrational numbers in the following
chord ^Zfhria
Editor of The Etude :—
The different courses of study, or, still worse, no
course at all, used by music teachers, causes much dis-
appointment and failure, as hundreds of music students
can testify whose hopes have been blighted and talents
stunted, who have been taught “the only correct method”
by one teacher, to have it pronounced “ all wrong ” by
the next.
While it is true that no course of study should be a
stereotyped one, for different pupils require different
treatment, yet a general music course from which can be
selected the medicine applicable to every case and used
by all is what is needed. Then, and only then, will the
method hobby disappear and musical progress be uni-
versal. It hardly seems necessary to suggest how this
can be brought about when we have two such organiza-
tions as the American College of Musicians and the
National Music Teachers’ Association, whose aim it is
to guide and direct our musical progress ; nevertheless, I
suggest that the board of examiners of the College of
Musicians seieet„a course of study which I believe would
be accepted and adopted by every competent and con-
VII. What is resonance and its mechanical cause ?
,
r-» ,,
VIII. Why is this interval dissonant, and this
consonant 1
I. To whom is the invention of notes attributed ? Give
approximate date.
II. Mention the names of the most celebrated Italian
composers (sacred and secular), together with the titles
of some of their principal works.
Questions anfl &nsweijs.
1. What is a Doppio movement?
2. Why are Recitatives and Oratorios so often written
without a signature, and the accompaniment, etc., written
with accidentals, which plainly point to some key remote
from that of C ? Then, again, they are written with a
signature. Why not write them all so ?
Hope I have not asked too much, and have made my
questions plain. W. B. K.
1. By “Doppio” movement is meant a movement
twice as fast as the preceding, i.e., one in which a quarter-
mote will go just as fast as an eighth-note in the move-
ment previous.
2. I give this up. Sometimes, perhaps, because the
recitative is to modulate from the key of the previous
piece to that of the piece following. In short, I do not
know, and it is more than likely that the composer him-
self did not know. I have been asked too many times
what I meant by something that I had put in a criticism
the night before, and been obliged to answer that I did
not exactly remember, not to know where an author
is apt to find himself whei confronted by an inconsis-
tency which, after all, may have been only thoughtless-
ness.
,
'
,
1. Please give tempo of Beethoven’s Andante Favori
in F. Is the tempo the same throughout, barring the
ritarda and accelerandos ?
2. Tempi of movements of Beethoven’s sonatas. Op.
27, No. 2, and 'up. 57.
3. Which numbers of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier
are most frequently played ?
4. What is the form of the Allegro in Schumann’s
Faschingssch wank aus Wien ? L.
1. In the Andante referred to the eighths^® about 92
MM
;
in the second subject, in B flat, the tempo may be
slightly quicker, an eigth at 100
;
return to the original
tempo afterward.
2. I do not happen to have the Bulow copies of
the Beethoven sonatas at hand, and therefore give my
own tempi, which are not essentially different. In the
so-called “Moonlight” sonata, the first movement takes
the quarter note at 66 mm
;
in the second movement the
dotted half at 69 mm
;
and in the finale the half at 69.
In the Sonata Appassionata, the dotted quarters in the
first movement go at the rate of 132 mm, which is slowed
up to 126 when the second subject enters the flowing
melody in D fiat
;
at the third subject in A flat minor,
the original movement is resumed, and you will find it
very rapid. In the second movement, the Andante, the
eighth- notes go at the rate of about 96 mm, and in the
finale the quarters go at the rate of about fZ2 mm.
3. The easier pieces in the Clavier are the prelude and
fugue iu C minor, No. 2, that in F major, the one in G
minor, and in B fiat. The prelude in C sharp minor is
very pretty, as also is the one in B JIat minor. The pre-
lude anff fugue most frequently heard in the concert room
is that in C sharp major, No. 3, but the fugue is very
difficult. The prelude in C major, No. 1, is lovely; it
is upon this that Gounod composed his famous Ave
Maria.
4. The Allegro in the Schumann piece, Op. 26, is in
a form which might be described as a free rondo form.
It is composed, as an attentive examination will show,
upon the first subject, that is to say, upon the first twenty-
four measures. To this it always returns. This subject
occurs five times during the piece. In fact, it would not
be improper to describe the entire movement as a fan-
tasia, in which this occupies the post of honor. The
little interlude in G minor, beginning in the twenty-fifth
measure (as printed, not counting the repeats), cuts no
• figure; its office is merely to divert attention^ until time
permits introducing the principal subject once more.
The real second subject is the syncopating melody in
B flat, beginning after the second appearance of the
theme. This leads abound, again, to a recapitulation of
the theme. Then there, is another interlude in G minor
(mm 86 for a dotted half-note), leading around again to
the principal subject. Then a third subject, the one in
F sharp major, afterward changing to A flat, etc., this
time only suggesting the principal subject by the passage
work marked “ Hoechst lebhaft.” Then a fourth sub-
ject, and a ver^pretty one, the light movement in C flat,
where the hands are removed from a high chord to a low
one, and vice versa, continually. This is treated exten-
sively, leading around to the principal subject, and so
to the conclusion and the end. The movement is
approximately a rondo. None of Schumann’s forms
are strict, according to the rules supposed to prevail
before his time; but they are generally symmetrical,
and they always hold the principal subject in due
honor, thereby distinguishing themselves for unity. At
the same time, Schumann’s long pieces are composed of
several short ones, which do not necessarily grow out of
each other. W. S. B. M.
“ Though a recent subscriber to Tag Etude, I have be-
come greatly interested in your Letters to Teachers.
“ Judging by your valuable advice to others, I feel sure
you are just the one who can lend a helping hand to those
in trouble. What would be the best course to pursue in
changing from organ practice to a piano, weak fingers to
contend with, and being obliged to work for the next six
months without assistance ?
“ There are great obstacles in the way, yet, with the
ability to read ordinary music, good (organ) execution of
scales, and great determination and perseverance, I am
sure something can be accomplished. Please answer
through The Etude. Also direction for playing single
repeating notes in ‘ La Tremolo'—Rosselen. There are
such long series of them that I am in doubt where to de-
press and elevate the wrist, in slow practice, to obtain
the best mechanical results. How should octave-repeat-
ing notes be played?” ' C. S.
I would advise you to get Mason’s Technics and prac-
tice the two- finger exercises as well as you can make
them out, and the arpeggios with accents. These you
will be able to do well without assistance, if you use your
good sense. Also scales with accents. These exercises
will help you to correct the monotonous touch acquired
upon the organ, more rapidly than any other exercises I
know of. In connection with them play Loeschhom
Studies, Opus 66, Book 1st, and my Studies in Phrasing.
You had better memorize the first six of the Loeschhorn
Studies and as many of the Studies in the Phrasing as you
have the heart for. I have, no doubt that if you practice
ill this way, your teacher will tell you, when you come to
take lessons on the piano, that you have got a good start.
You will have another test, which you can apply for your-
self
;
it is, whether other people like to hear you play.
If they do, it is sure that there is something more nearly
right than wrong about your work.
2.
The tremolo notes in Rosellen’s Tremolo study are
played with the points of the fingers, drawing in from
the second joint toward the palm of the hand. There
is little or no wrist motion, only this motion of the ends
of fingers. Every finger point passes off the front end
of the key, and the key is ready for the next finger. The
wrist may be elevated and depressed alternately for six
notes at a time. Octave-repeating notes are played from
the wrist. M.
“ Would you advise me to get a technicon to take to
the beach this summer for my little daughter to practice
upon while she is away from the piano, in order keep
her fingers from losing flexibility?”
I would not advise it, although a technicon would be
of great use all the rest of the year. A growing girl
needs rest just as surely as any other of God’s creatures,
and while she is at the beach it would be a good time for
her to take it. Let her forget tlyifc she ever saw a piano
or a book of any kind. Let her associate with the clams
and other quiet denizens at the seaside, and imbibe from
them a measure of their repose, and, as Hegel calls it,
“pure contemplation.” So will she return home glad
to get back to books, and gladdest of all to get back to
the piano and the music, of which, after all, the piano-
forte is merely a humble instrument. M.
“ Will you not in The Etude tell me how the bar in
fourfold time is counted
— * J J> J* I ? Why are
the eighth notes placed first and Iasi in the bar?”
1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8Orl&2&8&4&l
The eighth notes are placed as they are in order to
represent a certain rhythmic effect which could not be
represented in any other way. The first note occupies
half a unit of time
;
the second comes in at half-past one
and goes on to half-past two, the third fo half-past three,
the fourth to half-past four, when the last eighth note
comes in and finishes the measure- The counting is as
represented in the notes under the example. M.
“ I am told that Mr. Lavaliee, ex-President of the
National Association of Music Teachers, has sent to the
Chicago chorus master an English work for preparation
for next July. Had he any right to do this?”
—
Sub-
scriber.
This is a matter not strictly belonging to The Etude,
but as the field of journalism would be unpleasantly nar-
rowed by confining it to matters within the strict letter of
its province, The Etude will not hesitate to say that, if
the fact be as stated, President Lavaliee must have ex-
ceeded his prerogatives.
The money is raised for producing American” works
worth producing. It is well known that in many other
parts of the world there are plenty of works better worth
producing than the average American work, but the char-
ter of the annual meeting of the National Association of
Music Teachers calls for American works. All others,
therefore, are out of place, except as they form part of
the repertory of visiting artists.
Ques.—
W
ill you recommend a number of brilliant
pieces for public performance ?
Ans.—The following are some of the best : Persischer
Marsch (Strauss), Op. 289, by Gruenfeld
;
Valse Ara-
besque ( Waldteufel), Streletzki ; Gavotte No- 5, from
Suite, Pr. 0. Klein
;
Yalse Caprice (D), Op- 4, Tschai-
kowski
;
Air de Ballet, Moszkowski, Op. 36, No. 6
;
Saint-Saens, Danse Macabre (Ritter)*, Menuet et Valse,
Op. 66, Etude en Forme de Valse, ©p. 52, No. 6 ; Un-
grischer, from Tanz-Salon, Polonaise, Op. 106, J. Raff;
Fantasie Impromptu, Fantasie, Op. 49, Chopin ; Rhap-
sodie Hongroise (facility), No. 6, Fantasie over Hunga-
rian Melodies, Rhajssodie No. 8, Capriccio (facility),
Liszt
;
A la Marcia, A la Cosacia, Ferd. Hiller
;
Rondo-
letto III, Op. 63, Scherzo from Sonata in Eb, Op. 136,
Rheinberger
;
Op. 36, Toccato de Concert, Chanson
Hongroise, A. Dupont.
Ques.—Will the Etude name the contrast with Kam-
enoi Ostrow of Rubinstein and Schubert’s Impromptu ?
N. G.
Ans.—A decided contrast to Rubinstein’s Kamenoi
Ostrow would be his brilliant “ Cracovienne,” or “ Po-
lonaise” or “Valse,” both from Le Bed, or his Valse
Caprice in Eb, or II Etude Op. 23.*
A decided contrast to Schubert’s Impromptu (I sup-
pose the favorite No. 3, Op. 142, is meant) would be his
Military March, arr. as solo by Tausig, or Schubert’s
“ Erl-King,” by St- Heller. Chevalier Fantastique (B.
Godard), Le Tournoi (Schulhoff), Over the Steppe (L.
Schytte), are three brilliant pieces which require the
same kind of touch and unfailingly please any audience,
musically educated or not. Then the pupil might now,
after Schubert, take up Schumann, for instance, *Op. 26,
Carnival Prafifgji in Vienna, or a Novelette like Op. 21,
No. 5, Op. 21, No. 7, or something in classical form like
Suite Op. 1, by Eugen d' Albert ; or Gavotte* Sarabande,
Conrante, Op. 115, Hiller; or I. Moderne Suite, Op. 10,
by MaeDowell.
Ques.—Please answer in May Etude:—
1. About what grade are the Eschmann Studies, Op.
22? Are they more or less difficult than Heller’s Op.
47 ? Are they more progressive, and does minor alter-
nate with relative major ? .
2. What is the so-called “ Contrapuntal Cadence? ’
3. In Liszt’s Rigoletto, are the cadenzas to be played
ad libitum, or should they correspond in tempo with
what precedes ? Are they written properly in 16th or
32d notes?
4. How are irregular runs accented in such pieces as
Wollenhaupt’s Whispering Winds? For instance, the
first run of 12 notes to one might be divided into two
6’s or three 4’s
;
but further on, where there are 9 or 11
to 1, it seems smoother t© divide into three groups. Also
in the run of 17 to 1, what would be the best way of
dividing? Is there any rule, or does each player choose
for himself? And why are these runs printed in 8th
notes?
Ans.— 1. Eschmann Studies, Op. 22, are 24-character
etudes in all the major and minor keys. They come in
three books. They are very much more difficult than
Heller’s On. 47. They could be taken with Cramer's
studies. They are studi^k in interpretation. The keys
do not follow each other in any regular order.
2. In the so called contrapuntal cadence, a major
sixth precedes the octave or its inversion
;
a minor third
precedes the prime.
S
8. All cadenzas are played ad libitum. In this case
they shou\d begin with about the tempo of what precedes
them, and increase to the limit of one’s technic. The
kind of notes is immaterial.
4. There can be no rule given that will cover all
cases. A good deal depends on what is in the accom-
paniment. Soibetimes the greater number of notes
comes last, so as to accelerate to a climax. Now and
then the reverse is required. A run of 12 notes against
1 might be divided into 2 sixes or 3 fours according to
the rhythm of the accompaniment
; J time is 8 twos
;
f time is 2 threes. The kind of notes in the run is of
no consequence.
I
Those marked with * are especially difficult.
T. N. A,
The work of the coming meeting at Chicago, July 8,
4, 5, 6, is progressing in a satisfactory manner. The
officers have been earnestly striving to prepare a pro-
gramme worthy of the occasion. The dimensions of
these meetings are expanding from year to year. This
year great advancement is made in procuring Thomas
and his orchestra. The Festival feature will be brought
out prominently at Chicago. This is well enough as long
as it is done to encourage native talent, but to turn the
Association into a concert company would be to prevent
the object for which the Association was organized.
The works by American composers in active rehearsal
are : A composition for male voices and orchestra by
F. Grant Gleason, Ode to Gen. Grant, S. G. Pratt, also
a composition to G. C. Converse. We hope to present
a complete programme to our readers in next issue,
together with other information regarding railroad
rates, hotel facilities, etc. Those desiring information
may address the following persons : Max Leckner, Presi-
dent, Indianapolis, led.
;
H. S. Perkins, 162 State
Street, Chicago, Secretary and Treasurer; F. Ziegfeld,
Chicago College of Music, Chicago, 111.
,
Chairman of
Executive Committee. Every effort is being made for a
grand meeting. The College of Music will hold its
meeting at the same time, and will no doubt attract a
large number there for the purpose of trying for the
various degrees of the College.
The M. T. N. A. is an institution with which every music
teacher should be identified. Its aims, if rightly carried
out, are not dissimilar to those of the labor organization
are to the laborer. It can be made an institution which
shall dignify the profession and protectits members from
any encroaching dangers, either on the side of the public
or from its own ranks. The Association is educational;
the members gather from all parts of the country to hear
subjects discussed which relate to the everyday work of
the teacher. The annual dues .are $2.00, which entitles
a teacher to membership and all its privilges. It is
hoped that this meeting will show a positive step in
advance in every direction over all past meetings.
TEE NEW KEYBOARD.
The Janko keyboard has been fully explained in the
— issue of 1887, at which time a wood-cut was given
representing the keys. Since that time the invention
has been gaining ground in Germany, where they are
exceeding slow to countenance innovations. We know o
a prominent pianist in this city who goes abroad this sum-
mer to take lessons from Herr Yon Janko himself. The
mere fact that the instrument is taughtfegularly in an insti-
tution bearing the reputation the Scharwenka Conserva-
tory does in Berlin, establishes it as something worthy.
The following, received from an American now studying
in Berlin, may be of interest:— ¥
A few days ago Paul von Janko gave a short lecture
on his new piano-forte. He stated some of the opinions
passed on it
;
thought it sufficient to mention that about
160 instruments had been manufactured and found intro-
duction in nearly all countries of Europe, also in the
United States, Uruguay and British'" India. The most
interesting part were the practical demonstrations by Miss
Gisela Guly&s. This lady, about 18 years old, a good
pianist, played the 8th Rhapsody of Liszt on a Duyden Con-
cert Grand, to show that a player need not lose his prac-
tice on the ordinary piano by playing that of Mr. Janko.
Then she sat down at the new piano, also manufac-
tured by Mr. Duyren, played Beethoven’s Last Sonata,
a song without words of Tschaikowsky, and a Tarantella
by Moszkowsky. She has become a virtuoso on the
new keyboard in 9 months. It seemed easy, to see her
play. The hand, never stretched far, moved very grace-
fully. One can reach from the middle C to the two-
lined G.
Mr. Janko and Miss Ouly&s also played a duet, to show
that the instrument was well adapted for duet playing.
Next week Mr. Kreba,Triend ana pupil of Mr. Janko,
will organize a class in Haver Scharwenka’ s Conservatory.
A number of students will devote their study to the new
piano, as good players only need from four to five mouths
to become proficient performers on the dew keyboard.
The next five years will show how fast the work will
make progress
;
for of all attempts made to facilitate piano
playing this is snrely the best, and wili have a future, if
any.—
-John Rahmans.
From the bottom of my heart do I detest that one-
sidedness of the uneducated—many who think that their
own small vocation is the best, and that every other is
humbug.—
F
xanz Petek Schubert.
The copy of “ Practical Harmony,” by F. L. Ritter,
has been thoroughly examined, an
Thb back numbers of Ths Etude for 1885 -are now all
exhausted. We can now supply only complete volumes
of 1886 and 1887, bound or unbound. The matter in
The Etude never grows old
;
it does not deal with cur-
rent musical events, but with subjects of vital interest to
musical education. There is now a constant demand for
all the earlier volumes, which, unfortunately, cannot be
supplied; this only proves the permanent worth of the
contents of Ths Etude.
All new subscriptions received can begin with January
issue, and others receive the volume complete.
The new work of Dr. Ritter’s, Practical Harmony, has
met with unusual success. It treats harmony in a prac-
tical way at the keyboard, and can be used with or without
a regular instruction book. It serves also as an excellent
guide to musical composition. Musicians who have
examined the work speak of it in terms of unqualified
approval. We give space to a few of them
v,’d I recommend it to
all piano students as a work the knowledge of which is
essential to thorough musicianship,
' William H. Dana.
The Practical Harmony by F. L. Ritter is duly
received. The work is certainly very practical and con-
cise, and should prove of great assistance to musical
students in a great many indispensable matters.
Emil Liebling.
Ritter’s book is thoroughly practical. I do just that
sort of work myself with piano pupils, only, of course, I
treat the subject from the Riemann standpoint. That
kind of work is indispensable to musical intelligence.
** J. C. Fillmore.
The very able work on Harmony, by Dr. Ritter, re-
ceived. Personally, I never use instruction books in
Harmony (not even my own) unless requested by the
pupil, writing at each lesson the special exercises which
will assist most at the time. This work is so admirably
clear, practical and concise that I shall be inclined to
use it first, if I adopt any. It has my best wishes for the
great success it deserves.
.
Eugene Thayer.
The offer still continues, to send Vol. I and Yol. II
of “ How to Understand Music,” if cash is sent with
order. This offer will hold good until Vol. II is ready.
It is hoped the work will be ready by June-
,
This offer
is one teachers should not be allowed to pass without
availing themselves of its benefits. The price of Vol. I
alone was formerly $2.00.
WEAT IS WRITTEN ABOUT -H0WB !S NEW
PIANO-FORTE INSTRUCTOR.
sMcoim rox,vxM -nmamXjT mmadx.
Of TO UNDERSTAND MUSIC.
From, Philadelphia :
—
Philadelphia, March 10th, 1888.
As far as examined, “ Howe’s Piano forte Instructor”
seems admirably adapted for beginners, being clear and
progressive. The four-hand exercises (in which the pupil
sometimes plays bass and sometimes treble) are a strong
feature of the book. Fred. Maxson.
Your “ Op. 16” I find, indeed, very substantial in all
its parts, and can clearly see three main points in it
—
‘‘ experience,” “ reasoning” and “ carefulness.”
From Pennsylvania :
A.—I am sure that there will be a steady demand for it.
B,—This is the best and most popular work that you
have had published.
From, Indiana :
—
A.—I think you will be well repaid for the work you
spent on it.
B.—I shall use it in preference to others
;
shall send
for them as I need, and will do all I can to introduce it,
that it may become popular.
C.—The selections are very tuneful, and are sure to
interest the student and also the teacher.
J).—My students become very much interested, espe-
cially in the duetts.
From Kansas :
Allow me to express my appreciation of the work. It
seems te me to be much better adapted to beginning
pupils in some respects than other books I have used.
In one respect particularly I think your book will make
the teacher’s work less arduous.
I think the theory of the scales is more fully explained
than is usual in instruction books.
You compel the pupil to pay some attention to phras-
ing, which will undoubtedly help to cultivate a taste for
something better than the turn, turn, turn sack-waltz style
of music trash.
The lessons are not so plain as to be tiresome, and I
like them short. The little sonatinas and pieces are both
melodious and instructive.
I believe the book will win for you the merit which
von deserve, and I will take pleasure in recommending
u to onr teachers, and in helping to introduce it for you.
From Massachusetts :
—
I think you may well be proud of such a work i&g your
At thi
' *
VOL.. II.
Instructor,
in my classes.
re first opportunity I shall introduce it
By W, S. B. MAT1IWS.
Price, $1.60.
The second volume of “ How to Understand Music”
will be found even more Interesting and important than
the first. It contains
Bishard Wagner : A Study of Ms Life, Ideal, Style, and
Ms Master Works.
Hector Berlioz.
Franz Schubert.
The Psychological Relations of Music.
The Tonal System Historically and Mathematically Con-
sidered
;
Temperament.
The Tonic Sol-Fa.
The Rational® of Piano Teaching, with Courses of Stud;
by Mraes. Carrsao, Rive-King, Messrs.Wi. Mason, B
Lange, C. B. - Cady, Emil Liebling, Frederick Qv:
Gleason, and others.
The Limits of Self-Culture in Music.
A Sketch of Musical History, with especial reference to
the Steps by which the Art of Music has advanced in
Different Countries and Periods, and the Causes Mainly
Instrumental in Effecting each Step in Advance.
Greek Drama, and its Relation to the Modem Musical
Drama.
In this volume Mr. Mathews has abandoned the object-
lesson form, which proved so unattractive to the average
reader of the first part of his first volume, and has taken
in place of it a clear and comprehensive literary style,
alike convenient to the casual reader and the student.
The subject matter of the present volume, as will be
seen from the titles, properly forms a sequel to that of
the first volume, appealing to a higher and more mature
musical mind. The essaysWon Berlioz and Schubert are
little more extended than those of the first volume, but
that upon Wagner and his works amounts to a thorough
study of his entire career ami a just estimate of his actual
achievements in the domain" of art. It is, perhaps, not
too much to say that this part of the new volume will be
regarded by Wagner scholars as the most commendable
part of it. The student will find the account of the four
operas of the Niebelung Ring and of Parsifal among the
most interesting descriptions of these great works that
have ap, I red in English. They are reprinted from the
author’s letters to the Chicago Daily News, in 1884. A
part ofthe essays embraced in the Wagner study were pub-
lished in the unofficial programme book of the Chicago
Musical* Festival of 1884, and were read by many under
the impression that they were translations from one of
the best German writers. No less a judge than John
Howard, after reading the work a second time, addressed
a letter to Mr. Mathews, asking the name of the German
writer, supposing it had been inadvertently omitted.
They are wholly original.
The three essays upon the Psychological Relations of
Music, the Tonal System and the Tonic Sol-Fa, belong
together, and constitute one of the most thorough popu-
lar expositions of the mechanism of musical thinking
that exists in the English language. These three sub-
jects together occupy upward of filly large pages.
The article upon the Rationale of Piano Teaching is a
sequel to them, depending upon certain conclusions ar-
rived at in the former essays, and illustrating the method
of applying principles to musical education. The addi-
tion of a large number of courses of study by prominent
pianists will prove of interest to almost every reader.
The essay upon Musical History is understood to be a
sort of advance notice of the third volume of “ How to
Understand Music,” upon which the author has already
been engaged for more than two years. It is in an advanced
state of preparation, and will probably be completed
within a year. It will take the place of a musical his-
tory, giving in a single volume, the size of the first vol-
ume of the same work, the substance of the entire course
of musical history as given by Mr. Mathews in his lec-
tures on musical history at the Chicago Musical College,
and as contained in the large works of Fetis, Naum&na,
Brendel, Ambros, and others.
This second volume of Mr. Mathews’ work appeals to
literary readers as well as the purely musical. For the
latter it furnishes the most convenient summaries availa-
ble upon the subjects of which it treats, handling them
with a breadth and insight not usual in musical writing.
For the general reader these same qualities will prove
equally acceptable.
Wanted.—A music clerk to take charge of the retail
department of a large music house. None but the most
experienced need apply.
Address A. B. C.,
Care of Etude Office.
TEACHEB’S
POCKET METRONOME
Sim, GIHEIIERT. IEIT HD IKIFEISIlt.
BY
ALOYS HENNES.
TBANSMflD BY F. J. THOMPSON.
Price, 15 Cents®
A USEFUL PAMPHLET FOR R TEAOHEBi
(G. Sohirmer, Jr.)
28 West Street, • Boston, Mass.
We will send our Catalogue of Music (the finest pub-
lished in this country), free, to any Teacher.
ACCOUNTS OPENED ON VERY FAVORABLE TERMS.
ALL 01BEHS. FILLED THE DAY RECEIVED! I!
IMPOBTASI BOB OBUAUSTS.
Organists who wish to keep themselves informed of
new Publications, French, German, English or Ameri-
can, for their instruments, can have this done, free
charge, by sending us their names.
THSO. PKBS8BR,
PHILADELPHIA, PA,
TUTTING- FORKS
FRENCH PITCH.
Large Size, A and C.
Small Size, A and C.
PRICE 40 €EiTS SACH,
These have been especially manufactured for us.
ADDRESS JMm, PRESSED
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
FOB SINGEBS AM) TEACHERS.
A Summer Term at Summer Prices,
At Erie, Pa., during July and August
,
BYEDMUND J. MYJE1BL
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Cents, Wet, Postpaid,
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks. after the
Maelzel Standard, together with the
True Tempos of all the Dances. H. A. ROLANT,
Watch and Clock Repairing Co,,Mr. Myer has the pleasure rj DFAI A I TTUC?
of announcing the following Dl XivlAJLll IJuu l~~
The Study of “Artistic Tone Production,” “Voice
Development,” “Tone Color,” “Vowel Fork,” “Ap-
plied Deep Breathing,” “Interpretation,” “The
Principles of Teaching,” etc.
A rare chance for those who may desire not only to
study the true principles of Voice Culture and Singing
for their own improvement, but to learn how to impart
the ideas to others.
Erie is a beautiful little city, situated onHLake Erie
;
is
cool and delightful during the summer months.
For particulars, address
23 Union Squaref Mew York.
Mr. Myer is well known as the author of “ Truths of Importance
to Vocalists,” “ Voice-Training Exercises,” and the late decided suc-
cess, “ The Voice from a Practical Standpoint.”
CHRONOMETERS, -
CALENDAR WATCHES, REPEATERS AND CHRONOGRAPHS,
ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, MUSICAL BOXES.
Sealer In Watches, ©locks and Jewelry.
Repairing and adjusting a specialty. Orders by mail
promptly attended to.
15 South I3th Street,
(For reference apply to Fmbli®li©rs of The JEtitbi*)
THEO. PRESSER,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
1704, Chestnut Street,
We have just published
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS,
President, Max Lickicib, Secretary-Treasurer, H. S. Pikxins,
102 N. Alabama Street, 162 State Street,
Indianapolis, lad. *, Chicago, 111,
18764888.Price, 75 Cents, in Paper; *1.00 in Boards.
A work of the greatest importance to students of har-
mony and the piano-forte. There is no other work of
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will
occupy a distinguished place in our
,
system of musical
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the
most varied kind, to be played at the piano-forte. It is a
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi-
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro-
duction. The work will help greatly- to facilitate the
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough
study of harmony.
THEO. PRESSER,
Publisher,
1704 Chestnut Street.
The Newhall & Evans Music Co
Publishers and Importers,
OIIOXllATl, a, v
Take pleasure in announcing a series of
Concert Pieces for the Organ
Arranged and edited by the eminent organ virtuoso,CLABENCE ES I> 3> Y.
The first two of which
—
Fantasia on Themes from “Faust,” ..... Gounod
Price, $1.75, and #
“Pilgrims’ Chorus,” from “Tannhauser,” . . Wagnbk
Price, 80 Cents,
Are now ready. A sample title page of the whole series will be sent
on application. Also just issued
— TTOBHA ANCOB (Return Again),
Romanza for Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor. (English version by Frederic
W, Boot.) Composed by SIG. ALBINO GORNO (Professor in the
College of Music, Cincinnati) Price, 80 Cents.
By the sue Composer
—
Mi Tradisti {Thou hast betrayed me)
. . . Pr'c®, 75 Cents'
Romauce for Tenor.’
Non Ti Seordar Di Mi (Do not forget me) Price, 50 Cents.
Romance for Soprano.
The usual Discount to the Profession.
TWELFTH ASSWAL MEETING,
AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
Tuesday
,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
,
July 8, 4, 5 and 8, 1888. *mm-
Executive Committee. Programme Committee.
Amt Fat, Chicago. Loots Maas, Boston.
Hssmt B. Sonsy, Chicago. A. R. Paksons, AT«e York
Da. F. ZiaorcLD, Chicago. Feidxrio W. Boot, CMmgo,
Mssamimng Oommiiioa of American CoMpmitiom.
Causa. Lavallii, Otto Sunkb,
166' Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. Cincinnati, Ohio.
» Amsbt A. Stanley,
14 Pallas Street, Providence, B. I.DACTTLION
FOB PIANO STUDENTS.
A new Invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Plano
Player;
By GKO. H. HOWARD, A. M.
miCJE, $1.30.
Easily Understood, interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course
or for an extended period of study. A great saving of
time to teachers. A real help to students.To Young Music Teachers
:
Realizing that the main difficulty of pursuing a sys-
tematic and progressive course in your teaching is due
to the want of facilities constantly enjoyed in our great
metropolis, I have decided to devote a portion of my
time to letters of instruction in The Art of Teaching
as used b/ me with great success for over thirty years.
I shall be happy to send a full descriptive circular upon
request.
EUSENE T2AYKB, Mns, Doc.,
1428 Park Avenue, New York City.
\\fE have on hand and for sale, on reasonable terms, a very de"
* * sirable LITHOGRAPHIC PLANT, including
This work is being received with groat favor, and is already intro-
duced in several of the best conservatories in this country. In pamphlet
form it has had a large sale, and now that it is completed, it seems sure
to take a leading place among works on Harmony.
Simple explanations, short, sentences and plain language throughout
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students.
It will lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Har-
mony, but also to become able to distinguish intervals, chords, progres-
sions and treatments by ear as readily as with the eye.
By tnmnx of an agreeable variety of exerciser, the interest of the
coureo is well sustained. . It will not » found dry by any careful stu-
dent. Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-book of this
kind, never having appeared before.
The book will be found interesting and helpful in every way to the
teacher and the pupil. It is also rich in suggestions for general im-
provement and in reviews. In advanced study it will be found invalu-
able.
r
The conviction f ita excellence will strengthen as It la
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the moat
popular work on Harmony yet published.
Address
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
To strengthen the fingers.
To improve the touch.
To ensure flexibility and rapidity.
To give correct position of the hand.
To save time and a vast amount of labor.
Price, S3.50, Net.
Unqualified endorsement of leading artists and teachers, among whom
are 8. B. Mills, Da. Loots Maas, M adams Rivs-Kino, W. H. Skkb-
WOOD, BoBKST GOLDSKOK, 0ARLYLE PSTSSSILSA, StC., StC.
Send for circular giving detailed information. .
Address THEODOSE PmtmmSH.
iratus” and “Wetting Fountain,” sent
ied, with all the latest improvements;
i need of above will do well to call and
Address ETUDE OFFICE.
with “ Patent Taking-off A{
as a Sample Press, extra fin:
takes stone 24 by 32. Thos<
examine before purchasing.
"CXTANTED.—First-class music teacher would like to open a School
yV for Music and German and French {other branches not *x-
* T eluded) for four to five months during this coming summer, in
some summer resort or in private family. Mountain region preferred.
References exchanged. Address Miss 6. SCHUMANN, Bronx Omot,
Bound volumes of The Etude for 1887 are now rei
Price, $2.50 net, postpaid.
TH.p ETTJDE 87
PRINCESS SNOWFLAKE,
Or Beyond the Icebergs,
A NEW GGMIO OPERA 1ST THREE A0T8,
WITH ORIGINAL W08BS AND MUSIC,
Complete Libretto can be famished on application
By Benjamin Cross, Jr,
PRICE, $ 1 .26 .
New * Lessons tint Harmony.
“ Wa know no other work In which a magical student can leant so
much about harmony In fifty pages of text and osunples for exer-
cise.”—Ths Nation, New York.
Tbi» work if based on the Idsm of D*. Huoo BiKMAiur, and has m
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.”
“ A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the
drift of modern speculation ip music.”—®# Nation.
Hr. Biesnann, “ The greatest Hying magical theorist.”
—
TJm NoMm*.
Zeskier Metros®
This Metronome is absolutely correct,
very simple in construction and
can not get, out of order.
liaaa musical Acaae
1617 SPRUCE SfKEET,
5th EDITION.
PIANO PRIMER.
By 3J*. 'AIiBEEXL
A systematic and clear explanation of the
Fundamental Principles of
PIANO-FORTE PLAYSMC.
This work forms a part of the course necessary
to receive a degree from the American College of
.60
.76
LOO
1704' Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
* SPENGLER’S +
System of Technic,
FOB THE PIANO-FORTE.
raics, »i 50. lain®!® Clotb, f* 0O
flu OrfginU and highly Iiitoestiiig Woi^ foi
* fiofessloatl tad Jlniatemi.
JUST JPJJBIjISMISD.
We offer in this System' of Technic a work that is
calculated to arouse new interest, and enthusiasm, and
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities.
While the aim has been to set before the player
new and interesting matter, yet the more important
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit:
—
to develope the weaker fingers, and #to equalize the
touch, to create an- independence of execution, to ac-
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi-
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the
mind as well as the fingers.
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte,
By ALBERT W. BORST.
PRICE, 1© Cta.
Some good advice for every one studying the piano.
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY.
By GAEL REIHECKE.
MUSICAL GAME.
.
ALL I G RAN
lastraetios and Pleasure Combined/
h SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
This game eonslgt® of cards, or. which the different notes and rest*
we printed, one on every card.. After a number are distributed among
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it
counts one for the pereo ! who played the last card, and completed the
whole note. This gives a general ides, only. Full directions, with
rules for a number of different games, table# showing tha notes, rests,
keys, Ac., accompany the game.
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru-
ment
;
those who sing
;
those who wish to read music faster
;
in fact, all
who are interested in music, need this charming game.
It teaches ths value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes.
The various keys in which music is written.
* The different kinds of time.
Practice in musical fractions.
The easiest way to learn to read music.
You learn, while playing an interesting game.
It is readily learned, '• fen by children.
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games.
A splendid game "or evening parties. ,
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. *
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not
musicians thomeeives.
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike.
Those intending to study music will find It to their advantage to play
this game a while before beginning lessons
Price, 60 Cents.
Address Publisher, '
THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mies, #5 eta.
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady.
NHTURE+0F+ HHRMONY.
By Dk. HUGO RIEMANN.
Cfwsond Edition.) F*I©B, 88 C«0.
Ap exposition of some modern ideas of Harmony.
METHOD OF STUDY.
By- 0. A. MACOROIJB.
Among the many topics treated in this little pamphlet
are “On a good touch,” “ Repose in playing,” “Magnetism
in playing,” etc., etc. Price, 10 cents.
FOE
MUSIC TEACHJERS.
Price, - - SO Cents
.
1 he book contains everything for keeping Accounts
of Music Teachers
;
Index
;
Daily Programme, a page
for each pupil
;
Gash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc.
Address publisher,
THEO. PME88EM,
nm Chftftaai it, PHtaMBMi, 8s.
GBMD, SQUARE, aM UPRIGHT
These Instruments have been before the Public for over
fifty years, and upon their excellence done
have attained an
UNEQUALED
—IN—
Tone, fill, firtaUp, at DnraWlity
ivsif Piano My Warranted ftr I Years.
WM. KMABE CO„ (
RPOINT AND CANON
Price, One Dollar. Post-paid.
It is well known that many of our most valuable works on magical
theory are rendered almost useless to the average student, being posi-
tively incomprehensible by reason of the labored and careless style In
which they are written. Especially is this true of translations of Ger-
man text-books. These books may be characterized by their long and
involved sentences, ambiguities without number, and sometimes entire
periods that express nothing whatever. Especially is this true of our
“Text-books on Counterpoint.” They are written by profound musical
scholars, and yet written evidently long after they had .forgotten the
slow and easy steps by which they themselves arrived at their conclu-
sions.
The author of this new work thoroughly believes in taking the timid
student of the musical art by the hand amjLJeading him gently, by easy
steps, to tiie heights of Parnassus.
It is with pleasure that we announce this new book on counterpoint,
written originally in the English language. It clearly marks out all
the student’s work for him, and assigns him Ms definite writing exer-
cises in each chapter. These tasks being indicated in their proper
place, the student may not be in doubt as to his work for a moment.
HISTORIC PIAIOTOKTI MUSIC.
By J. C. FILLMOBE.
Sl Mr. Fillmore deserves the thanks of the musical people for ..aving
written a very readable book on an interesting subject^*,* • Shows
an intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.”—Tie Na-
tion, New,York.
We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoroughly
interesting and most useful to all who desire to study the subject of
which it treats.—The Aihenssum, London, England.
Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teacher* of America.
Ws Present a Few Communications out of Many Received i
“ As one reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could be
made to contain so much good information.”—W. S. B. Mathew#.
“ It is worthy of very high commendation.”—
D
r. Wa. Mason.
“ I can only express myself in the highest terms of praise concerning
it.”—Dm. Louis Maas.
- “I wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—W*.
H. Shkewood.
“ It is a mine of valuable information for the student, and should be
in the hands ofbveryone interested in music.”—H. Claksnck Eddy.
“ It is an extremely well-written and Instructive work, and should,
in my judgment, be in tha hands of every earnest piano student.”
—
Dudley Buck.
“ I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the
library of every student of the piano.”—
M
m. Julia BivE-Kiso.
“ The book is well adapted to teaching, and I shall gladly introduce
itto my pupils.”
—
Emil Likbi.ino.
“ An excellent work.”—
A
my Fat.
“Every piano pupil ought to read it.”—
K
ichakd Zeckwi*.
“Will prove a great aid to all earnest students.”—H. A. Class;*.
“The author is evidently master of his subject.”—
J
ohn 8. Dwwht.
INSTRUCTION BOOK
IM THU
NATURAL ART OF SINGING.
A newly-deviied Method for Teaching Singing Schools and Training
P»ge«. fo
fifteen cents, by the
iy- - „ _ _
Choir*. 64 pe a, r $1.60 per dosen Sample mailed, on receipt of
JOHNSON PUBLISHING €30.,
Mil,TON (NOXratTMBKRIAWO CO.), FA.
THE NATURE OF HARMONY:
,
V
,
BY
DR. HUSO RIEMANN.
TRANSLATED BY JOHN O. FILLMORE.
Price 25 Cents*
Something aw mi ntlttabla to awry tfacte oftemy,
Address Publisher,
THEO. PRESSER,
8704 Chestnut SL, PhHadMphia.
!S!Wwi>m
Recognizee by leading musicians as the most scientific and perfect appliance ever brought before the musical world for preparing the hand to overcome all technical
difficulties. It is not a dumb keyboard, but a scientific instrument, founded upon important physiological principles, and has the advantage of exercising details of the
hand’s mechanism which derive too little development by keyboard exercise to enable them to contribute their important functions in the production of the many qualities
of touch and general mastery of technique which is needed for advancement in piano playing. It gives
1
relief from monotonous exercises at the piano, by the attainment
of physical results rapidly produced, and has received the approval of medical men as being founded on scientific principles, and reducing the physiological side of piano
playing to & systematic and intelligible basis. »
-X
‘ *
For a perfect technique, the muscles of the fingers, hands and arms must be entirely under the control Of the will-power. At the piano, the attention* is necessarily apt to
be draw* away from the muscular action to the musical effect produced, thereby only indirectly training the muscles. Gymnastic exercises, on the contrary, are more apt
to direct the whole attention to the mental efforts necessary to satisfactorily bring about the complicated nervous and muscular actions which are required for each controlled,
movement of a finger or wrist. Many eminent pianists testify that one half-hour with the Technicon is equal to two hours of technical exercises at the piano.
VALUABLE TESTIMONY FROM LEADING PROFESSORS AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS,
Stroagly Recommended for nse tn Conservatories and Schools, as 14 Rlffeets a Savins' In Wear and Te»r sf Pianos,
“ I Mly concur in the truthful solution* of the problems
,
St. Mart’s Ap&bsmy, Bdtre Dame, Indians,
which piano players will hare to thank you and yonr invention, “ We hare published the Technicon in thia year’s proepectna
the Technicon for in a superlative degree, as soon a® they are " Ak of the Academy, and recommend it to other communities be-
able to know its vain®. The resuits gained by myself and pu- 1 * side our own, m we find it fully answers the purposes claimed
pile from over two years' experience with it are not only highly jfEMHk
.
^ for it. You may place us Is your list of endorsers of the Tech-
satisfactory, but I find its advantages constantly increasing.” jffUSR. ^ nicon with our entire satisfaction,”
WM. H. SHERWOOD. £ IIlA ’ SISTER M. ELIZABETH,Z |S vllilllk MpSMMUBf Mrsfstrem of Mmie JDep’l.II p vNHL Loasrro \bss? Toronto CanadaIS iEmM P «W* S»» adopted the T'dinicon in all our academies, with§'BS WBBk ^SSsSSSsm®®? mrch profit * ’11 i A • V • stTSTER M MARS ARITAIjr VgHH jMBHBBr • ' ~ ' Tlfi in fi tm of Mtmm Dm>'iMf wsKM '
thougtxts into right cnannei*.
” *
ALBERT K. FABSOKS.
Thta invention was highly commended, by the late AbbA
Liszt, in the presence of prominent pianiste at hi* home, in
Weimar.
“ All thinking pianists will find the Technicon a wonderful
help in preparing the hand to grasp easily all technical diffi-
culties.”
S, B. MILLS.
“ Fifteen minutes’ exercise with the Technicon will give re-
sults equal to at least an hour'* practice at the piano, and wit”
great economy of nerve.”
What Choirs Heeo,
ANTHEM BOOKS.
Emersen’s Anthems of Praise. $1.00; per doz.
,
$9.00
Perkins' Anthe® Harp. $1.25
;
per doz., $12.00.
American Anthem Book. $1.25; per d6z., $12.00.
Order with Ditson’s imprint.
Dressler’s Sacred Selections. $1.50
;
per doz., $13.50.
Laos Be©, Henshaw. $1.00
;
per doz., $9.00.
Santera!. Palmer & Trowbridge. $1.00; pendoz., $9.00,
Vox Landis. Ernst Leslie. $1.00
;
per doz., $9.00.
Dows’ Responses and Sentences.
80 ets.; per doz., $7.20.
Perkins5 Easy Anthems. $1.00; per dozl, $9.00,
And many others.
Please send for Lists and Descriptions.
SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Faithful and Successful School Teachers use the Best
Books, without regard to the interests of authors or pub-
lishers
;
and are great patrons of Ditson & Co.’s care-
fully made books, compiled by the best talent.
For lists and descriptions, please correspond.
KINDERGARTEN.
Kindergarten Chimes, $1,26. Kate D. Wiggin. A
Manual and Song Book for Kindergartners.
Songs and Games for Little Ones, $2.00. Gertrude
Walker and Harriet S. Jenks. ' 136 of the sweetest
of sweet Songs,
,/
Kindergarten Plays. Richter, (80 cts.
PRIMARY. Th§ Youngest lit® Readers.
American School Music Readers. Book 1, 35 cts.
Gems for Little Singers, 80 ets. Emerson & Swayne.
INTERMEDIATE AID GRAMMAR.
United Voices, 50 cts., and Song Bells, 60 cts., both
by L. 0. Emerson, and the first just out.
THE HIGHER SCHOOLS.
Laudamus, $1.00, A Hymnal for ladies’ Colleges.
By Profs. Kendrick and Ritter, of Vassar.
Royal Singer, 60 cts. L. O. Emerson. For Adult
Singing Classes and High Schools.,
Song Greeting, 60 cts. L. 0. Emerson. Refined and
Beautiful Part Songs.
—
.
'
Specimen Copies of any of the abova books mailed, post
free, fcr the price here glim
are not satisfied with singing u as it happens,” but take
pains, by classes and rehearsals, to prepare their young
singers for solos and choruses, for Sunday and for festi-
val singing. For such schools Ditson & Co. provide
the best music by the best composers.
CHILDREN’S DIADEM.
30 cts., $3 per dozen. Abbey and Manger. The newest
book, full of very sweet songs, well fitted to succeed their
other successful books.
,
VOICES. ©F PRAISE.
40 cts., $4.20 per dozen. Rev. Chas. L. Hutchins. A
handsome book of great merit and highly recommended.
Dignified yet brilliant hymns and tunes.
MEW SPIRITUAL SOW®!.
86 cts., $3.60 per dozen. Rev. E. A. Hoffman and J. H.
Tenney. More than 60,000 sold. New edition, con-
densed and improved.
SONO WORSHIP.
35 cts., $3.60 per dozen. L. O. Emerson and W. F.
Sherwin, both distinguished “Sunday-school composers.”
glWSINS ON THE WAV.
35 cts., $3.60 per dozen. Jewett and Holbrook.
scutes or promise.
35 cts., $3.60 per dozen. Hoffmann and Tenney.
Why not send for specimen copies (mailed for retail
price), or for specimen pages (free)?
CHORUS BOOKS, as
Emerg®n?g Chorus B®#k» $1.00.
Perkins’ Glee and Chorus Book. $1.00.
Apograph. Zerrahn. $1.00.
Concert Selections. Emerson. $1.00.
Also the Choruses of the Oratorios. (See Lists.)
Cantatas (Classic), as Mendelssohn’s Christas, 40 cts.;
Rheinberger’s Chriatoforus, $1.00
;
Three Holy Chil-
dren, Stanford, $1.00 ; Fair Melusina, Hofmann, 76
cts.
;
Wreclt of the Hesperus, AndertOn, 35 cts.
;
Battle of the Huns, Zollner, 80 cts.
Cantatas (Scenic). Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick, $1.00
Ruth and Naomi, Damrosch, $1.00 ; Rebecca, Hodges
(easy), 66 cts.; Esther, Bradbury (easy), 60 cts.
Also more than a hundred Masses, containing the best
and sweetest of sacred music.
'ON & CO
.wa^, lew York. J
